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Announcements
Mourning Cloak Follow-Up
Ross Layberry’s article in the 2009
seasonal
summary
“Ontario
Lepidoptera” raised the possibility that
there are 2 subspecies of the Mourning
Cloak in North America. He invited
readers to help with the investigation of
the dark and light forms by collecting
study specimens, rearing the butterflies
and taking photos of the upper sides of
the adults. However, due to a printing
error, the photos accompanying the article
did not clearly show the colour difference
between the various specimens.
An online colour-correct version of the
article is now available on the TEA
website www.ontarioinsects.org.

Annual Student Symposium
The Toronto Entomologists’ Association
(TEA) is pleased to annouce that the
annual Student Symposium will be held
Saturday March 26, 2011 at 1:15PM.
Graduate students, senior undergraduates
and post-doctoral fellows are eligible to
present either a talk or a poster. Everyone
is welcome to attend the symposium. The
audience is usually a mix of professional
and amateur entomologists.
Students interested in participating
should contact Doug Currie, academic
coordinator of the symposium
(dc,currie@utoronto.ca) with a
provisional title. He will discuss with them
the feasibility of a talk or poster. We would
like to cover a broad range of topics in the
limited time available for talks. This year,
the deadline for submissions will be
March 4, 2011.
Talks will be restricted to 10 minutes, plus
5 minutes for questions. Posters must be
self-standing, without damage to walls
and of a reasonable size (3 - 4 feet).
Abstracts for the talks and posters (250
words) will be published in Ontario
Insects.
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Participation in the Symposium with either
a talk or a poster will make students
eligible to apply for the Eberlie Travel
Research Award. This $300 award is
intended to assist students with travel
expenses associated with their research.
Relevance to Ontario entomology and
contribution to scientific knowledge are a
few of the criteria used in making the
award.
Further information is available on the
TEA website www.ontarioinsects.org.

W.J.D. Eberlie Award for
Original Research into Ontario
Insects
The TEA offers a $300 award in memory
of John Eberlie to assist students
conducting original field research. The
award is intended to help defray travel
costs incurred in travelling to field sites
used for research. To be eligible to apply
for the award, the student must participate
in the 2011 TEA Student Symposium with
either a presentation or a poster.
The deadline for applications is April 9,
2011.

A Dual-Sex Moth
The cover picture was taken by David
Bree, who is currently the park naturalist
at Presqu’ile Provincial Park.
It is a dual-sex specimen of the Dimorphic
Bomolocha (Bomolocha bijugalis), with
the right side female and the left side
male. David reports: “The picture was
taken at Petroglyphs Provincial Park on
July 31, 2003. I kept the light on in the
staff house every night, and I found the
moth there one morning. I was just learning
moths, and I first thought it was a
damaged specimen with one side having
been roughed up and lost its scales. I
didn’t keep the specimen.”

an error involving the sex chromosomes
at the first cell division. This is rare; the
Natural History Museum in London has
200 bilateral gynandomorphs in its
collection of 9 million butterfly and moth
specimens. Sometimes, such errors occur
later in development, whence the
gynandromorphy is mosaic and the
separation into the two sexes isn’t so
clearly defined. Such errors can occur in
many orders of animals, and David has
seen a gynandomorphic Rose-breasted
Grosbeak.

ESO Photography Contest
The results of last fall’s photo contest of
the Entomological Society of Ontario are
now posted on the ESO’s home page
(www.entsocont.ca/index.php#).
TEA member Max Skwama of Ashley and
Crippen Photography was a judge.

TEA on TV
We had some unusual guests at our
January meeting. Three staff members
from Fairchild TV came to film Antonia
Guidotti’s talk on domestic arthropods and
interview her after. Fairchild TV is a
Chinese-language channel which is
available by cable or satellite only. Their
show “What’s On” was to broadcast a
segment about our meeting. The people
from Fairchild told us that their audience
has an appetite for creepy-crawlies, so we
may see them again.

Scientists call the condition bilateral
gynandromorphy, which is the result of
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Upcoming

Meetings
Everyone is welcome. Bring a Friend!
Saturday, February 26, 2011 1:15 PM Room 206 Victoria College
CANADIAN JOURNAL of ARTHROPOD IDENTIFICATION - A CATALYST FOR BIODIVERSITY SCIENCE
Dave Cheung
Dave completed his BSc at the U of Guelph working in the Insect Systematics lab. He is now applying his skills in
photomacrophragy toward a Master’s by developing a visual identification key for landscape and nursery insect pests. Insect
identification can be a difficult, time-consuming process that relies heavily on available resources such as guides, reference books,
specimens and taxonomic expertise. The Canadian Journal of Arthropod Identification (CJAI) simplifies identification by providing
free online access to peer reviewed identification keys. As the founding technical editor for the Canadian Journal of Arthropod
Identification, and overseer of its web presence, Dave will showcase keys on CJAI and discuss their impact on biodiversity
research.
Saturday, March 26, 2011 1:15 PM Room 432 Ramsay Wright 25 Harbord St (SW corner St George & Harbord)
ANNUAL STUDENT SYMPOSIUM
Students from Ontario universities give 10-minute talks and answer questions or display large posters describing their work in
entomology. They are interesting and entertaining speakers and cover a variety of insects over the afternoon. Many previous
participants have gone on to make noted contributions to our knowledge of insects.
Coffee and refreshments are served at intermission.
Saturday, April 16, 2011 1:15 PM Room 206 Victoria College
POLLINATORS & POLLINATION: CANADIAN, CONTINENTAL & GLOBAL PROBLEMS
Peter Kevan
Peter is a Lifetime University Professor Emeritus of the University of Guelph and has been interested in pollination biology for over
40 years. He is the Scientific Director of a multi-million dollar NSERC-Canadian Pollination Initiative (NSERC-CANPOLIN) research
network and is actively involved in many initiatives in pollination. It is now generally recognized that pollination is one of nature’s
ecosystem services that is in jeopardy in many parts of the world. It seems that pollinators and pollination, and the mutualistic
interactions between insects (and other animals) and flowering plants as the dominant terrestrial flora must be understood,
protected, fostered and nurtured for human well-being and the sustained productivity of the Earth. Peter will share with us the latest
developments in this crucial area.
2011 FIELD TRIPS:
The May 2011 issue of Ontario Insects will provide a full listing of the field trips scheduled for the 2010 season.
If you have ideas for outings - a location, subject matter, or leader - please pass them along to:
Steve LaForest, Field Trips Coordinator
Telephone: 905-720-2784 email: fieldtrips@ontarioinsects.org
All meetings (except March - see above) are held at:
Victoria College Room 206
2nd Floor, Victoria University (at the University of Toronto)
73 Queens Park Crescent Toronto, ON
(Museum subway stop; opposite the Museum, on the east side).
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See the next page for map and parking
directions.
For more information, call Carol Sellers at
(416) 421-7398
Also check www.ontarioinsects.org
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To reach Victoria College by subway or bus:
Get off at the Museum stop on the University-Spadina subway line or take the Avenue Bus #5 south from the Eglinton
Subway Station. Go to the east side of Avenue Road and walk south. Victoria College is on the left just at the bend.

To reach Victoria College by highway:
QEW: If you are driving in on the Queen Elizabeth Way (QEW), follow the Gardiner Expressway to York Street. Go north
on University Avenue (University Avenue changes into Queens Park Crescent above College St, and then into Avenue
Road above Bloor St.). Victoria College is just south of Bloor Street.
Highway 401: From Highway 401, take Avenue Road south to Bloor Street OR take the Don Valley Parkway south to the
Bloor Street Ramp and proceed west along Bloor to Avenue Road.

Parking
There is some on-street parking in the area (check the signs carefully!) and there are several paid parking lots within
walking distance of Victoria College:
Bloor Street and Bedford Road, 1 Block west of Avenue Road.
On Cumberland Street, 1 block north of Bloor, east off Avenue Road.
Behind the Colonnade at 131 Bloor St. West.
One block north of Bloor Street West on Avenue Road
Parking on a Saturday is usually a flat rate of $12 or more depending on the lot.
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Monarch

News
submitted by Don Davis

Toronto (See: http://tinyurl.com/28mqr22
). On September 8th , one observer reported
seeing hundreds of Monarchs feeding on
wild flowers and in clover fields in eastern
Ontario and also in western Quebec. On
the evening of September 9th, an estimated
10,000 Monarch butterflies roosted for the
night at Presqu’ile Provincial Park near
Brighton, Ontario. See: http://
w w w. y o u t u b e . c o m / w a t c h ? v
=PCDVGrkt8AE .

Presqu’ile Provincial Park Monarchs, Sept. 9th, 2010
Photo by David Bree

Summary Of Fall 2010
Monarch Butterfly
Migration In Ontario
Monarch enthusiasts learned in January
2010 that the 2009 overwintering Monarch
population in Mexico was the lowest ever
recorded – 1.92 hectares. In February 2010,
the Monarch Butterfly Biosphere Reserve
experienced severe torrential rains
followed by snow and freezing
temperatures that disrupted the
overwintering Monarch colonies. Some
Monarchs perished. Many wondered if
the Monarch population would rebound
in 2010. Fortunately, the conditions for
migration and reproduction were
favourable in the spring and summer of
2010 in the Central Flyway area.
The first signs of the southern Monarch
migration in southern Ontario were noted
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in early August. Residents in the northern
breeding range also reported that the
population this year was “remarkably
better”, while southern Ontario residents
were reporting larger numbers of
Monarchs in urban flower gardens. About
August 19th, observers in some areas
reported small clusters of Monarchs
forming on cool nights and by August
25th, observers noted good numbers of
adult Monarchs feeding on goldenrod and
other flowering plants along the north
shores of Lake Ontario and Erie. While
some nights were quite cool, approaching
50F, daytime temperatures on September
1st in the Toronto area were in excess of
89F.
The first report of clustering Monarchs
came on September 5th, when 1000 to 2000
Monarchs were discovered roosting on
willow trees near Frenchman’s Bay and
the Pickering Nuclear Power Plant east of

Further reports trickled in for that date,
with 10,000 to 15,000 estimated at Port
Burwell and Monarch Landing west of
Long Point on Lake Erie (see: http://
tinyurl.com/37fraqy ); the Hawk Cliff
Hawkwatch at Port Stanley on Lake Erie
reported that during 3 hours up to 100 to
130 Monarchs per minute were counted
passing by the cliff face. Numerous other
reports of Monarchs streaming by or
clustering in large numbers were reported
from many locations on the north shores
of Lakes Ontario and Erie.
On September 12th, several hundred were
found roosting on one tree on the Leslie
Street Spit in Toronto (see http://
tinyurl.com/3axfd6a ), while 15,000 were
estimated at the tip of Point Pelee National
Park and another 5 - 7000 passing through
the Walpole Island First Nations on the
Canadian side of Lake St. Clair north of
Detroit. While September 15th was wet at
times and temperatures at noon only 53 F,
several hundred Monarchs were reported
along the beaches and lake shore trails at
Presqu’ile Provincial Park. September 16th
was a warm day and thousands and
thousands of Monarchs were migrating
west through Toronto’s Leslie Street Spit,
stopping to feed on the abundant
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counted on September 22nd, and only 2 on
September 23rd.
With the approach of cooler wetter days
and nights, it was thought that the bulk
of the migration had passed through
Ontario. On September 27th, temperatures
warmed up in the afternoon and good
numbers of Monarchs were reported at
key lakeshore locations across the
province.
By mid October 2010, leaves are falling
off of the deciduous trees and night
temperatures had dropped below freezing
in many localities. Late Monarchs
continued to be reported throughout the
month from lakeshore locations, from
Picton to Point Pelee. Dozens were found
at Col. Sam Park in Toronto on October
10, while 16 were counted at Clearview
Park, Ontario this same day. On October
25, 12 Monarchs were found at Point Pelee
basking in the 70 F temperatures. At
Presqu’ile Provincial Park 5 pristine
Monarchs were discovered on High Bluff
Island on November 2nd. The last report
received was on November 4 th from
Breslau west of Guelph.
All indications are that the Monarch
population has fared very well in Ontario
in 2010.
Pickering Monarchs Sept. 5th, 2010
Photo by Margaret Kelch
goldenrod, while thousands were
reportedly flying past the Hawk Cliff
Hawkwatch. A cluster of about 8,000
Monarchs was discovered on September
17th just east of Port Alma on the north
shore of Lake Erie between Rondeau
Provincial Park and Point Pelee National
Park. See: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=orbZQcv78dA .
On September 18th, many hundreds of
Monarchs were reportedly passing by the
Cranberry Hawkwatch at Whitby while at
the lighthouse at the tip of Toronto’s
Leslie Street Spit, an observer was
surprised to see thousands of Monarchs
feeding and migrating on what was a dull,
overcast day. On September 20th, one
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observer estimated 5000 Monarchs
streaming past as he walked north along
the west beach of Point Pelee National
Park.
On September 22nd, in advance of a cold
front and rains, there was a strong
migration of Monarchs along the north
shore of Lake Ontario. At Cranberry
Marsh Hawk Watch at Whitby, one
observer wrote: “It was perhaps the best
Monarch flight I think I’ve ever seen with
many hundreds (thousands?) of them
going though. At most times all through
the observation period, 30-50 were in view
as they streamed westward”. While no
Monarchs were counted at the tip of Point
Pelee the previous night, 1,100 were

BREAKING
NEWS…..the
first
measurements of number of hectares of
trees covered by wintering Monarchs in
Mexico were taken in mid December
2010, and indicate that there are indeed
more Monarchs than last year. Monarch
Watch has posted the figure as 4.02
hectares.

Bring Back The Monarch
Program – Monarch Watch
Initiative
To address the loss of habitat and restore
habitats for Monarchs, pollinators, and
other wildlife, Monarch Watch is initiating
a nationwide landscape restoration
program called “Bring Back The
Monarchs”. The goals of this program are
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to restore 19 milkweed species, used by Monarch caterpillars as
food, to their native ranges throughout the United States and to
encourage the planting of nectar-producing native flowers that
support adult Monarchs and other pollinators. See: http://
Monarchwatch.org/bring-back-the-Monarchs.

were excerpted from the documentary while others describe the
making of the film.

Forthcoming Monarch IMAX Filming Schedule

One clip is rather humorous, as two members of a film crew
chase a monarch, video camera in hand, in an attempt to obtain
footage of a mating pair. Please note that all of the information
presented in the clips is not accurate. One Monarch page with
videos, blogs, diaries, etc (scroll down):

After a long delay, initial filming on the new Monarch IMAX film
will take place during three weeks in February 2011 in Mexico.
This film will combine elements of the discovery of the Monarch
overwintering sites by the Urquharts with an exposition of
Monarch butterfly biology. Dramatic aspects of the film – with
a distinguished Canadian actor chosen to play Fred Urquhart –
will be done during May and June of 2011. Macro Monarch
photography is slated for July and August, and footage will be
taken of the Monarchs arriving in Mexico in November and
December 2011. It is anticipated that the film will be released in
April 2012.

Recent Violence in Mexico Raises Concern with
Travelers Visiting the Monarch Overwintering
Sites
While the American State Department has cautioned U.S. citizens
for many months from visiting the State of Michoacan in Mexico
– and the Monarch Teacher Network subsequently canceled
its annual trip to the overwintering sites – a major shoot-out in
early December 2010 in an area not far from the Monarch
Butterfly Biosphere Reserve has raised even more concerns.
This gun battle resulted in the death of the leader of the La
Familia drug cartel Gang members immediately hijacked vehicles
and set them ablaze, blocking roads leading into the state capital,
Morelia, to delay the movement of troops. The Mexican press
reported that 50% of hotel reservations in the Monarch Butterfly
Biosphere Reserve area were cancelled. One tour operator
cancelled trips for January 2011. However, another tour operator
remarked that local citizens had little to fear and go about their
daily business unhindered by the activities of gangs. Monarch
Watch advises that driving into Mexico from the U.S. to see that
Monarchs (as this writer did with a group in 2002) is no longer
safe, and further notes that foreign tourists have not been
targeted. Travel to Mexico with a group is advised.

Video Clips From “Great Migrations” Monarch
Butterfly Documentary
National Geographic Society channel aired a number of excellent
documentaries in the series entitled “Great Migrations”, with
one of these focusing on the Monarch Butterfly. There are at
least 7 monarch video clips available for viewing at: http://
natgeotv.com/za/great-migrations/videos. Some of these videos
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Of particular note is a clip showing Dr. Orley “Chip” Taylor
tracking an electronically tagged monarch in an airplane: : http:/
/natgeotv.com/za/great-migrations/videos/butterfly-tag

http://channel.nationalgeographic.com/channel/greatmigrations-animals-monarch-butterfly
Chip Taylor and electronic monarch tag: http://natgeotv.com/
za/great-migrations/videos/butterfly-tag
Monarch Mating: http://natgeotv.com/za/great-migrations/
videos/monarch-mating
http://natgeotv.com/za/great-migrations/videos/growing-upbutterfly
http://natgeotv.com/za/great-migrations/videos/butterfly-threat
Clip of producer looking for milkweed, suggests that monarchs
cannot find small milkweed or will not lay eggs on it?: http://
natgeotv.com/za/great-migrations/videos/monarchs-andmilkweed
Producing monarch footage from the air. Is that Vico Gutierrez?:
http://natgeotv.com/za/great-migrations/videos/butterfly-chase
Chasing monarchs to capture film footage (don’t try this at
home!): http://natgeotv.com/za/great-migrations/videos/
chasing-monarchs

Video Documentation of Monarch Migration in
Ontario - Aug. & Sept. 2010
Monarchs roosting at Belhaven, about one hour north of
Toronto, on August 27/10: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Tux7gNlqiBw
Monarch Migration at Presqu’ile Provincial Park – Sept. 9/10 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PCDVGrkt8AE
Monarch Migration at Point Pelee – Sept. 17, 2010: http://
w w w. y o u t u b e . c o m / w a t c h ? v = 6 q 9 4 7 Y b r r L E \ h t t p : / /
www.youtube.com/watch?v=orbZQcv78dA
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Monarch clustering at Port Alma on the north shore of Lake Erie
on
Sept.
17/10:
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=orbZQcv78dA
Longer video of monarchs, including clustering at Bayham,
Ontario, north of Lake Erie, in September 2010, and set to music:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lQ_aO1-IgYY

Presqu’ile Provincial Park Monarchs Sept. 10, 2010,
Photo by David Bree

Antonia Guidotti:
New Meetings Coordinator
In April, after 10 years of organizing TEA meetings and speakers,
Carol Sellers is stepping aside. After arranging many, many
meetings and dealing with a wide variety of meeting surprises,
including the arrival of a 3-member TV camera crew for our January
meeting, Carol says it is time to move on.
Replacing her is Antonia Guidotti. Antonia is one of the few
professional entomologists in our club, having been employed
at the Royal Ontario Museum as an entomology technician since
1994. She graduated from the University of Toronto with a master’s
in zoology in 1999.She has been a great help to the TEA in dealing
with many of the requests for insect identification we receive.
This job coincides perfectly with her role as the public face of
the Royal Ontario Museum’s entomology department. Antonia
spoke at our January meeting on domestic arthropods – the
bugs in our houses and apartments. Much of her work at the
ROM concerns wasps and other Hymenoptera.

Cartoon by Dan Piraro
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Googling Antonia’s name will bring up the ROM blog, which
provides links to Antonia’s interviews with CityTV and CTV
about Ontario’s resident Northern Black Widow spider (http://
blog.rom.on.ca/?p=166). Don’t worry – Antonia reassures us
that even entomologists are unlikely to come across one, as it
lives close to the ground and favours undisturbed, dry dark
wooded areas. In addition, they are unlikely to bite because of
their timid nature, and the bite is fatal in less than 1% of cases.
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Meeting

Reports
Saturday, October 23, 2010
UNCOVERING SPRING MIGRATION PATTERNS OF THE
MONARCH (DANUS PLEXIPPUS)
Nathan Miller
The presentation at the October meeting of the Toronto
Entomological Association was given by Nathan Miller, a recently graduated MSc. student at the University of Guelph.
His talk was based on the results of his thesis research into the
northward movement of Monarch butterflies. Generally, the
butterflies leave their wintering grounds in the Spring and then
they proceed northward to the Gulf Coast of the United States.
His project then was to study the movement of the butterflies as
they moved northward to colonize the northern parts of their
range that includes our area.
The method employed was to utilize the presence of stable
isotopes of carbon (C13) and hydrogen in the tissues of adult
butterflies. The butterflies acquire the isotopes from their food
plants as they feed in the larval stage. This effectively labels the
butterflies for the rest of their lives because there is general
latitudinal gradient in the carbon isotopes and a longitudinal
gradient for the hydrogen.
By collecting butterflies over a large area in the United States
and analyzing their isotope composition, it was possible to
demonstrate that 90% of the butterflies tested were following a
successive brood strategy to colonize North America from south
to north over the breeding season. It was also possible to
conclude that the arrival of Monarchs on the east coast of the
U.S. was due to migration of the butterflies across the
Appalachian Mountains rather than through a coastal migration
from places like Florida.
In the second part of his presentation, Nathan talked about
another of his achievements. That was the production of a Guide
to the Bumble Bees of Algonquin Park. The guide has excellent
photographs of 16 species of bumble bee and can be a useful
guide for most of Southern Ontario. The volume is available to
TEA members for only $7.
The remainder of the program was given by Don Davis who
provided updates on several items related to Monarch butterflies.
The items ranged from the first day of issue (May 17, 2010) of a
US stamp bearing a Monarch butterfly, to equipment that could
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be used to clean milkweed seed and books relating to the
butterflies. He also showed pictures and short film clips of
Monarchs roosting at Presquile Park and the Leslie Street Spit.
Saturday, November 27, 2010
INSECT LIFE CYCLES AND HOW INSECTS COPE WITH
WINTER
James Kamstra
James started his presentation on insect life cycles by mentioning
that the greatest diversity in insect life occurs in the tropics.
Notwithstanding this general pattern, there is still high diversity
of insect life in Ontario. The principal limitation the insects must
face in our locale is the seasonal cycle, most notably the cold of
winter. If insects are to persist here, then they need to have a
coping strategy to get them past the coldest period of the year.
From this point, James went on to review the methods that insects
employ in their varied life cycles.
The first possible strategy to deal with winter is to migrate. In
addition to the famous habits of the Monarch, several other
butterflies (i.e. American Lady and Red Admirals) migrate as do
Common Green Darners. Some insects like snow fleas become
active in the mild days of winter. Other species burrow into wood
or soil to escape the cold. Some species prefer to come indoors
in our homes where they can find suitable warmth. Aquatic
insects will not reach a freezing state if they remain in unfrozen
water. At the correct photoperiod, other species develop glycol
that serves as a kind of antifreeze that protects insect tissues
from freezing.
Whatever strategy is employed, insects find means of protecting
different life stages – eggs, larvae, pupae or adults – during the
winter. Depending upon the species, certain groups could overwinter in any one of those life stages. Some species that live
over several years must deal with the conditions in one or more
conditions. For example, a Chryxus Arctic butterfly spends it
first winter as a caterpillar and the second winter as a pupa. This
species only appears every second year. Tiger Beetles may live
for several years as a larva then a couple of additional years as
an adult by burrowing deep in the soil. The life span of some
species is essentially all spent in the immature state with the
adults only emerging for a few days at most with no other activity
that to mate and produce eggs. Regardless of the survival strategy
employed, the method used has served the respective species
well for they are still with us on a regular basis. As global warming
proceeds, it is conceivable that the constraints imposed by
winter for certain species might be lifted and this could mean
that new species could spread into our area and thus become a
normal part of our fauna.
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In Memoriam:
Quimby Hess

prime mover. Quimby resurrected the publication in 1975,
publishing three years of records at once. When Quimby finally
passed on the responsibility after the 1991 summary, it was on a
much more solid footing, having grown from 9 contributors to
47 and from 27 pages to 97.
Another proud moment with the TEA was the publication of the
Ontario Butterfly Atlas in 1991, which he co-authored with Alan
Hanks, Tony Holmes and Ron Tasker. In 167 pages, this
pioneering publication presents maps of the occurrence of each
butterfly species in Ontario, together with information on
foodplants and the dates the butterfly is in each life stage. Quimby
especially contributed to the records for the northern and
southwestern areas of the province.
Quimby was active in much of the TEA’s work on potentially
endangered species. He wrote the TEA’s 1975 study on the West
Virginia White, and in 1993 and 1994 he led TEA field trips to St.
Williams forest in search of the Karner Blue and the Frosted
Elfin.
Quimby’s insect interest fit well with his career in forestry.
Spending many years with the Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources, Quimby travelled all over Northern Ontario.

Quimby Hess, a past president of the TEA and editor or coeditor of our Lepidoptera seasonal summaries for 20 years, died
in Toronto just before Christmas. He was 94.
Quimby was one of the very earliest members of the TEA, joining
in 1969. Despite physical handicaps in his later years which
prevented him from attending TEA meetings, Quimby’s interest
in the TEA never wavered. When he could no longer read TEA
publications on his own, he enjoyed having his family read them
to him.

The tropics also held great allure for Quimby. He wrote several
TEA articles about his experiences in Colombia, Guyana and the
Amazon basin. He spoke at TEA meetings about these
experiences several times.
In one of his TEA publications, Quimby reminisced about his
best boyhood experiences with butterflies: “The writer remembers
his first highlight, the capture of a male Phoebis philea, on October
13th, 1930 [at age 13] in my hometown, Zurich, in Southwestern
Ontario. Zurich was only 12 miles from the Pinery, south of Grand
Bend. In the 1930’s, it was paradise for a naturalist. I remember
May 2nd, 1936 especially. This was a record hot year and I made
several first-time occurrence records, including Euchloe olympia.

Just 3 weeks before his passing, he wrote to treasurer Chris
Rickard: “I appreciated receiving Ontario Lepidoptera, Ontario
Insects and Ontario Odonata 2009. They certainly are a big
change from the simpler format of the old days. They are a
pleasure to read and to look at, and each publication is a job well
done!” Then he urged us on to greater things — “In my opinion
the summary should include a section on the moths” – adding
this food for thought “They are more important than butterflies.”
Whether he was thinking of economic importance, biological
diversity, or the number of endangered species, we will never
know.
Quimby’s role in our Lepidoptera seasonal summaries cannot be
over-estimated. The publication started in 1969 and was
published for two more years before languishing for lack of a
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Letter from Quimby to Chris Rickard
Dated Dec 6, 2010
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When I showed one of my University of Toronto professors, Dr.
Fred Ide, the specimens, he was quite excited. Along with the
Orange-barred Sulphur, it was donated to the ROM.”
His excitement about butterflies was still there at age 72, when
he wrote in the 1999 Seasonal Summary about a butterfly
discovery in a different place: “An item of major interest was the
discovery in the Royal Ontario Museum collection of a hitherto
unknown species for Ontario. While examining part of the
collection, Quimby Hess and Jim Spottiswood discovered four
specimens of the Cranberry Blue [Vaciniina optilete (Knoch)]
labelled “Thunder Bay, June 25, 1984” and collected by Rein
Jaagumagi of the ROM staff…It is noted that the subspecies
v.o. yukona is common in Alaska and the Yukon but scarce in
Manitoba …The habitat appears to be taiga and tundra in
association with bogs and it should be noted that the western
areas round Thunder Bay have bog and dry sandy habitats.”

In the early 1940s, he joined the Ontario Department of Lands
and Forests and was a district forester in Sault Ste. Marie, ON,
then a regional forester in Cochrane and Peterborough. From
1961-1967 he was director of the Ontario Forest Technical School
near Dorset, ON. In 1967, he received the Centennial Medal from
the government of Canada. During his career as a forester,
Quimby worked on the Ontario Insect Survey in Northern
Ontario. His final posting was to Toronto where he lived for the
next 43 years. After retiring, Quimby worked for the Quetico
Foundation and for C.I.D.A, in Guatemala.
He contributed to many scientific journals and was co-author of
The Ontario Butterfly Atlas (1991). He was a past president of
the Toronto Entomologists’ Association where for many years
he helped compile its Annual (butterfly and moth) Summaries. In
the 1970s, Quimby heard the siren call of the great rainforests of
South America and with Norm Tremblay travelled to Leticia,
Colombia, and Tingo Maria, Peru. He also collected in Guyana
and across Canada and the U.S. Anywhere there was a sunny
summer meadow alive with butterflies, insects and bees, Quimby
would stop, grab his butterfly net, position his protesting family
in lawn chairs and take off, loping happily into the bush.
For more than twenty years, he owned a tree farm near Baysville,
ON -300 acres of solitude with its own lake and apple orchard.
His happiest moments, he once said, were spent in the Amazon
watching bright blue Morphos flitting in the sun.

Offices Held
Quimby Hess relaxing at home
Photo by Alice Clair

Below, by permission of the family, we reproduce
below some excerpts from his obituary.
Quimby was born in the German-settled hamlet of Zurich, ON,
on August 23rd, 1917. At Zurich P.S. when a teacher brought in
a Cecropia cocoon so the children could watch the moth emerge,
he began a life-long love affair with the natural world and in
particular the miracle of butterflies and moths. His reverence for
nature consumed him his entire life and his house is a repository
of all his various passions.
He was an ardent birder. His arrowhead collection, found mostly
at The Pinery, was later donated to the University of Western
Ontario. He graduated from Exeter H. S., the Faculty of Forestry,
University of Toronto (1940), and received the degree Forest
Engineer in 1952. His career took him from the cultivated farm
country of his youth in Huron County to the rough and tumble
landscape of Northern Ontario where he thrived, running survey
crews, and managing logging camps for Spruce Falls Power and
Paper Co., Kapuskasing, ON.
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TEA Recording Secretary, 1974-78.
TEA President, 1990-92
Ontario Co-ordinator for the Lepidopterists’ Society
seasonal summaries in the early 1980s.

TEA Monographs
Ontario Lepidoptera (this is the current name; in this
era, it was often called “Summaries of Lepidoptera
Occurring in Ontario”), editor or co-editor for issues for
1972-74, 1975, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1982,
1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990 and 1991.
Pieris virginiensis Edwards in Ontario. 1975. 36 pages.
Ontario Butterfly Atlas (co-author with Alan Hanks,
Tony Holmes and Ron Tasker). 1991. 167 pages.

Articles in TEA Publications
“Some Notes on Collecting in the Vicinity of Leticia,
Colombia in February 1974.” 1971 Seasonal
Summary, pp. 88-90.
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resident species.
“The status of Lycaeides melissa samuelis Nabokov
and its foodplant in Ontario in 1983.” 1983 Seasonal
Summary, pp. 8-14.
“The Habitats & Butterflies of the Hudson Bay
Lowlands.” 1993 Seasonal Summary, pp. 6-18.
“Ontario Weed Control Act Workshop.” Ontario
Insects, November 1994, pp. 14-16.
“Of Morpho Butterflies and Things in a Tropical Rain
Forest of Guyana, South America. “ Ontario
Insects.

Quimby Hess’ basement
Photo by Alice Clair

Butterflies from across the River:
A report from SE Michigan
John M. Swales
What a butterfly year 2010 has been! In fact, probably around
90 species of butterflies were found in the region this year. No,
I didn’t see all of these, but I did manage to come across 81—
which is five more than my previous highest annual total. The
basic numbers from my regular surveys at a meadow and
communal vegetable plot in south Ann Arbor tell the story well
enough. In 2009, I tallied 28 species there with just over a
thousand individuals; in 2010, 37 species and nearly 1700
individuals.
The main reason for this increased variety was the hot weather
across much of the country, which pushed unexpected numbers
of immigrants further north than usual. In addition, regularlyspaced rainfall in the county prevented key nectaring sources,
such as red clover, from drying out. This, in turn, tended to keep
immigrants around, as well as being highly beneficial to the
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Several southern immigrants, which typically reach Washtenaw
in very small numbers (if at all), were quite abundant. These
included Buckeye, Variegated Fritillary, Fiery Skipper and
Checkered Skipper. For example, I counted 42 Buckeyes at my
south Ann Arbor site between July 20 and September 21, and
saw one as late as October 23 nearby. Earlier there was a strong
influx of Red Admirals in May (c.f the report by Don Davis in
Ontario Insects, 16,1), while Monarchs had a very good year in
2010. Mostly in July, three further immigrants from the south—
American Snout, Gray Hairstreak and Little Yellow—were found
in small numbers. In the reverse direction, at least three Inornate
Ringlets made their way as far south as Washtenaw County,
suggesting that they are indeed spreading south in the state.
(However, the other potential visitor from further north, the
beautiful Compton Tortoiseshell, failed to put in an appearance.)
Finally, the butterfly season extended later than usual, the last
record I know of being a Milbert’s Tortoiseshell on November
29th.
In addition to all these sightings, there were two major surprises.
On September 23rd, at the landfill behind Sanford Rd Park near
Milan, Roger Wykes and I found a tiny Dainty Sulphur, this
being just the third county record, as far as we are aware. Even
more dramatic was a Funereal Duskywing nectaring on Blazing
Star that Roger and I identified on August 20th at the excellent
Leonard’s Preserve in Manchester Township. Alas, we didn’t
have a camera with us, and by the time we had returned with a
net from the car, it had moved on. This is essentially a Texan
species, but it is also known, at least on occasion, to be a great
traveler. Exceptionally, in 2010, Funereal Duskywing has also
been reported from Wisconsin and from Point Pelee. The August
20 sighting is, at least unofficially, only the second record for
the state, the other being at Whitefish Point on 18 August, 2001
(fide Jack Reinoehl). Finally, a small colony of Checkered Whites
established themselves in July and August in a xeric area of
island Lake State Park, near Brighton in Livingston County.
According to Julie Craves, who first located the colony along
with Darrin O’Brien, the likely foodplant was Redwisker
Clammyweed (Polanisia dedecandra).
The picture has been a little more mixed for the scarce and highly
localized resident species. Good numbers of Poweshiek Skipper
and Dorcas Copper were located at Park Lyndon North and, in
the second half of August, several Leonard’s Skippers were
identified in the prairie at (appropriately!) Leonard’s Preserve.
On the other hand, only two Hoary Edge were seen at their
traditional site off Hankerd Rd., and the tiny colony of Silvery
Blues at Sharon Valley SGA may be lost.
In sum, I have been butterflying in Washtenaw County for 20
years now, and in that time, 2010 has been the most exciting year
to date for Lepidoptera. It remains to be seen whether 2011 will
produce a more normal year, or whether the bonanza will continue.
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Singing Insects in the
Toronto Region – Part 2
By Charles Heller
This paper follows my previous one (Heller, 2004) listing the
Orthoptera and related orders in the Toronto region that I have
been able to positively identify.
In recent summers I have been able to identify the following
species, using the following works of reference: Vickery and
Kevan (1985) and Elliott and Hershberger (2007).
Grylloptera
Scudderia septentrionalis (Audinet-Serville). (The Northern
Bush katydid.) Caught at light, High Park, July 2010.
Orthoptera
Melanoplus femurrubrum femurrubrum (De Geer). (The
Redlegged grasshopper.) Found in 2005 at the Country Day
School, King City. Very common throughout the region.
Chortophaga viridifasciata (De Geer), (The Greenstriped
grasshopper.) Found in 2008 near Meadowvale Ave.
CORRECTION: In my previous paper (Heller 2004) I erroneously
mentioned the occurrence of Schistocerca sp. This record should
be deleted.
The record for Scudderia septentrionalis invites more comment.
1. It is of interest that it was caught at a light trap. Vickery and
Kevan (1985, p.171) mention that other specimens of this species
have been caught in this way. Maybe light traps should be
considered more generally as a convenient way of catching
members of this Order which live inaccessibly high in trees. In
captivity, the specimen caught at High Park readily ate oak leaves,
which agrees with the suggestion of Vickery and Kevan (ibid.)
that this species is associated with oak.
2. Scudderia belongs to the family Phaneropteridae (the so-called
“false katydids”). An unusual feature found in several species
of this family is that both males and females sing, creating duets.
3. A characteristic feature of Phanopteridae is that the forewings
(tegmina) are arched and leaflike. I would like to suggest that
because of this feature we can place in this family the enigmatic
“bald locust” (sale’am) mentioned in the list of kosher insects in
the Bible (Lev.11: 22, King James Version). The bald locust was
so named by the King James translators because it is described
in the Talmud (Hullin 65b) as being gabahat, which usually means
“bald”. But the Arukh (Talmudic dictionary) also gives gabahat
the secondary meaning of “arched back”. This is a more
significant taxonomic feature than “bald” (i.e. hairless) since
“bald” applies to all Orthopteran orders. I am however aware
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that many other suggestions have been made for the identification
of biblical insects.
(I wish to thank Professor Elliot Berry, Hebrew University, for
kindly making available to me his classic edition of the Arukh
(Venice, 1581).)
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Volunteers Needed to Study
the Breeding Season
Population Dynamics of
Monarch Butterflies
Tyler Flockhart, a PhD student at the University of Guelph and
is studying the population dynamics of Monarch butterflies.
This coming summer he will be studying the movement of
Monarchs throughout the breeding season at sites across
eastern North America and soliciting volunteers for two projects.
The first project looks at how Monarchs re-colonize Ontario in
the spring while the second looks at movement throughout the
entire breeding season and early fall. Volunteers would receive
sampling instructions, storage envelopes, and data sheets to
record their information.
Please contact Tyler at dflockha@uoguelph.ca or 519-265-7833
if you are interesting in volunteering.

D. T. Tyler Flockhart
Ph.D. Candidate Department of Integrative Biology
University of Guelph Guelph
ON, N1G5K6 Canada

See Posters (Next Page)...
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Calling all Butterfly and Odonate Enthusiasts
Do you have butterfly and/or odonate (dragonfly and damselfly) records that you would like to submit to the annual
provincial summaries? The Toronto Entomologists’ Association (T.E.A.) produces two annual summaries (Ontario
Lepidoptera and Ontario Odonata) that serve to compile and summarize the records of these insect groups across the
province of Ontario. These publications also serve as a forum for notes and articles on aspects of biology, distribution,
behaviour, survey work, etc. Photographs are also welcome, especially of significant records.
The Editors and Compilers of Ontario Lepidoptera are currently soliciting records, notes, articles and photographs
from the 2010 season. More information on the summary, how to submit records, and a downloadable records
template can be found at: www.ontarioinsects.org or by contacting either Colin Jones (colin.jones@ontario.ca Tel
705-755-2166) or Ross Layberry (rosslayberry@yahoo.com Tel: 613-832-4467). Submissions are being accepted
until February 28, 2011.
The Editors and Compilers of Ontario Odonata are currently soliciting records, notes, articles and photographs from
the 2007-2010 seasons. More information on the summary, how to submit records, and a downloadable records
template can be found at: http://nhic.mnr.gov.on.ca/MNR/nhic/odonates/notice_to_contributors.html or by contacting
either Colin Jones (colin.jones@ontario.caTel: 705-755-2166) or Paul Catling (catlingp@agr.gc.ca). Submissions
are being accepted until February 28, 2011
The editors and compilers of both summaries are also interested in receiving any and all records from previous years
that have not yet been submitted so that they can be added to the provincial level atlas databases.
Information on how to obtain past summaries (many of the older Lepidoptera summaries are now freely
available for download) can be found by visiting the T.E.A. website at www.ontarioinsects.org.
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The

Bookworm
Current Insect Reading
Alan Macnaughton

Douglas W. Tallamy, Bringing Nature Home: How
Native Plants Sustain Wildlife in Our Gardens
(Portland, Oregon: Timber Press, 2007), 288
pages
Douglas Tallamy, Lepidopteran Use of Native &
Alien Ornamental Plants (http://copland.udel.edu/
~dtallamy/host/index.html)
K. Burghardt, D. Tallamy, and W. G. Shriver,
“Impact of Native Plants on Bird and Butterfly
Biodiversity in Suburban Landscapes” (2008) 23:1
Conservation Biology 219-224.
D. Tallamy, M. Ballard and V. D’Amico, “Can Alien
Plants Support Generalist Insect Herbivores”
(2010) 12:7 Biological Invasions 2285-2292.
The book Bringing Nature Home, by entomologist Douglas
Tallamy, reports on his years of research on plant-insect food
plant associations. Besides being a fascinating and easy read, it
changed my way of thinking about butterfly gardening. Instead
of thinking mainly about which plants attract adult butterflies to
their pollen and nectar, maybe I should be thinking about which
plants serve as larval food sources. Native species generally
serve both roles, such as milkweed does for monarch butterflies.
However, non-native species generally provide only the pollen
and nectar source. In the case of the butterfly bush, for example,
not one North American butterfly uses it as a larval food source.
In one study which is reported in the book, Tallamy went through
all of the published literature on 2,809 Lepidoptera species in the
mid-Atlantic US states and determined which of the 1,385 plant
genera in this region served as a larval host plant. The main
result is that native plant genera supported 3-fold more
Lepidoptera than introduced genera. For the ornamental (gardentype) plants, the difference was even more striking—15-fold more
Lepidoptera (74 species versus 5 species) were supported by
the native genera.
An interesting sidelight is that woody plants supported 10-fold
more species than herbaceous plants; of the top 20 plant genera
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ranked on number of species supported in the larval stage,
blackberries and raspberries were the only herbaceous plants.
Still, woody plants had strong differences among themselves.
The top three genera and the number of species supported are:
oak (517), willow (456), and cherry and plum (448). The bottom
three genera were walnut and butternut (130), beech (126) and
chestnut (125). For gardeners wishing to plant on this basis, the
full ranking of plant genera and the details of their association
with Lepidoptera species are given on the web page cited above.
So why are introduced species such as purple loosestrife and
the butterfly bush popular as pollen and nectar sources when
they do not serve as larval foodplants? The answer is that by
and large, nectar from alien plants is the same as nectar from
native plants – it is almost entirely sugar and water. Bees seem
to have a preference for the native flowers based on the length
of tongue required to reach the base of the corolla, but butterflies
all have long tongues and can forage in any flower that has
enough nectar to make it worth their while.
There are three reasons why alien plants are less likely to serve
as larval foodplants. First, many of the alien plants now in North
America were specifically selected for importation because they
were “pest-free,” i.e., unpalatable to insects. Second, the “enemy
release hypothesis” holds that in the novel North American
landscape they have escaped the complex of natural enemies
they faced in their homelands. Finally, it is believed that planteating insects are restricted to eating vegetation only from plant
lineages with which they have co-evolved over years and years.
Physical and chemical defences developed by plants are broken
only when herbivores develop specialized adaptations. Thus,
90% of plant-eating insect species are specialists which eat only
a restricted range of genera, and evidence shows that few of
these specialists switch to the invasive species of plants even
after the plant has been in North America for more than 100
years. Generalist insect herbivores might be thought to be more
likely to be able to adapt to eating alien plant species, but
Tallamy’s 2010 study of the luna moth, the bagworm moth, and
the white-marked tussock moth shows that this is not happening.
Rearing experiments showed that the three species either died
or developed extremely slowly, implying low survival and
reproductive success, on plants with which the insects did not
share an evolutionary history.
Tallamy’s 2008 study focused more directly on the gardening
aspects. Six pairs of suburban properties in southeastern
Pennsylvania were compared. One property in each pair was
planted in a conventional mixture of plants, with large mowed
lawns of cool-season Eurasian grasses, Asian shrubs and native
trees, while the other property was planted entirely with native
ornamentals, including the grasses. The finding was that on the
native sites versus the conventional sites, Lepidoptera
abundance was 4 times greater (13 vs. 2 caterpillars per site) and
Lepidoptera species richness was 3 times greater.
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Another aspect of the garden study is that on the native sites
birds specializing in insects as food were about twice as great in
both abundance and species. The effect on bird populations
presumably is because of the change in the availability of insects
as food.
All of this work seems to suggest that people concerned with
supporting butterfly populations should think not just about
the usual major factor, habitat loss, but also about changes in
the habitat that remains. In particular, butterfly populations could
be hurt both by invasive species in the wild and the planting of
non-native species in our gardens.

A Preliminary List of Butterflies of Niagara Region:

http://www.npca.ca/water-management/water-planning/
documents/natural-inventory-areas-report/13.0%20A%
20Premliminary%20List%20of%20the%20Butterflies%20%
28Lepidoptera%29%20of.pdf
Checklist of North American Butterflies North of Mexico
(NABA): http://www.naba.org/pubs/enames2.html
Pembroke Area Butterflies:
http://www.pafn.on.ca/tri_butt.pdf

*******

Forthcoming Books
Attracting Native Pollinators: The Xerces Society
Guide to Conserving North American Bees and
Butterflies and Their Habitat [Paperback] The
Xerces Society (Author)
Paperback: 384 pages
Publisher: Storey Publishing, LLC (February 26, 2011)
Language: English
ISBN-10: 1603426957; ISBN-13: 978-1603426954

http://www.xerces.org/announcing-the-publication-ofattracting-native-pollinators/
The Canadian Journal of Arthropod Identification has two
magnificent new publications available:

Marshal, Whitworth and Roscoe. 2011.
Blowflies (Diptera; Calliphoridae) of Eastern
Canada. CJAI 11.
Brunke, et al. 2011.
Staphylinidae of eastern Canada and adjacent
United States. CJAI 12.
You can access or download them at:

http://www.biology.ualberta.ca/bsc/ejournal/ejournal.html

Butterfly Checklists
HamiltonArea Butterfly Checklist:

http://www.hamiltonnature.org/localspecies/butterfly.htm
Butterflies of the Fletcher Wildlife Garden, Ottawa:

http://www.ofnc.ca/fletcher/alphabet/butterflies/
index_e.php
Lepidoptera of Ojibway, Windsor:

http://www.ojibway.ca/lepidoptera_of_ojibway.pdf
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Native Plant Sale
This year TEA will be joining the North American Native Plant
Society’s (NANPS) Annual Native Plant Sale on May 07, 2011.
At this event, Ray Borg will be hosting a table for TEA adjacent
to two other related NANPS tables; Butterflies (spearheaded by
Plant Sales Chair and Board Member, Alice Kong) and Pollinators
(spearheaded by NANPS and TEA Member, Deb Chute) The
Butterfly and Pollinator exhibits have been running for two years
now and have been well received. Their purpose is to help
native plant buyers determine what plants will best attract
butterflies and pollinators to their gardens and why this is
important to the biodiversity of our cities and suburbs.
If we plant native trees, shrubs and flowering plants, our local
lepidoptera will follow to breed and feed on their foliage. This is
the major message of Douglas Tallamy’s 2007 book, Bringing
Nature Home. Check it out at http://udel.edu/~dtallamy/ . To
review Tallamy’s studies regarding lepidopteran use of native
plants, click on Current Research.
Every year local native plant nurseries in Southern Ontario bring
together hundreds of plants for this sale, the largest of its kind
in this area. These plants are grown from locally and ethically
harvested seeds or are from NANPS approved plant rescues.
The sale is held at the Markham Civic Centre from 10:00 a.m. to
3:00 p.m. on Saturday, May 07, 2011, with speaker presentations
mid-day. To help fill customer demand, advance orders can be
made from the extensive plant list posted on their website in late
February, early March. www.nanps.org Speaker Information will
also be available at that time.
Here’s a chance to attend the sale and extend the line of native
species in your own back yard or on your balcony. Lepidoptera
will welcome your efforts.
For more information, contact Deb Chute, a member of NANPS
since 2001 and TEA since 2008: ceedeb@rogers.com or 905 8830688.
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Butterflies of America
Website Updated
Message From The
Webmasters
“We’ve just completed a major update to
our “Butterflies of America” website to
include thousands of new images: http://
www.butterfliesofamerica.com/. When
the website started a couple of years ago,
most entries in the species list were
“black”. Now, almost all are “blue” with
links to illustrate these butterflies.
During the last year we have reached
certain milestones. Here are the most
important ones:
1.) There are over 85,000 images on the
web-site. It might not be immediately
obvious, but the images are all there,
hiding behind the blue name links.

2.) All but a handful of taxa are represented
by at least one image.
3.) For the first time in human history, we
completely illustrate all Skipper species
recorded to occur north of the ColombiaPanama border.
4.) We are honored to display some of the
images from the incredible Janzen &
Hallwachs
database:
http://
janzen.sas.upenn.edu/caterpillars/
database.lasso. These are really important
photographs, as most specimens behind
them have been “barcoded” with DNA
sequences available for future studies and
comparative work.
5.) Genitalia structures are essential for
butterfly taxonomy, and we have started
displaying genitalic photos and
illustrations from various works, e.g.,
Godman & Salvin.

Currently, BOA is not a field guide and is
currently lacking detailed information
about distributions. Both of these features
are very important to have. Have a healthy
and happy 2011!
Andrew D. Warren, Kim Davis, Nick
V. Grishin, Jonathan P. Pelham and
Mike Stangeland”

Butterflies and Moths of
North America - Major
Update
This popular butterfly site has recently
undergone a “major” overhaul.
One can now (among other things) create
an account, submit sightings and photos,
and see specific data for mapped data
points..
Butterflies and Moths of North America
(BAMONA):
http://www.butterfliesandmoths.org
State and County-level Checklists here:
http://www.butterfliesandmoths.org/
checklists
Mike Quinn, Austin

Donations are welcome to
support these initiatives of
the TEA:

Cartoon by Dan Piraro
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W. John D. Eberlie Research Travel
Grant - to help to sponsor research
into Ontario insects All donations are
tax-creditable and a receipt will be
issued. Even $5 will help! Please
send to: Chris Rickard, Treasurer,
TEA, 1606 Crediton Parkway,
Mississauga, Ontario L5G 3X3
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Market

Notice to
Contributors
Who Can Contribute:
Observations, articles, etc., to be published in
Ontario Insects, are welcome from members
of the Toronto Entomologists' Association.
or from anyone interested in insects. There
are no page charges. Classified ads may be
placed by non-members at the rates outlined
in the classified section.
Types of Submissions:
Contributions to Ontario Insects may address any subject or aspect related to entomological study. Submissions may be made in
the following categories:
Research papers -may include original research
or scholarly reviews following an appropriate
journal format
Feature articles -informative & entertaining,
format open to the author's choice
Notes or short communications -may be observations, interpretive, historical, review or
experimental studies which do not fall under
the purview of research papers
Book reviews -preferably titles published
within the last three years
Original artwork, puzzles -art should be clear,
easily reproduced in black & white

Promethea Moth (Callosamia promethea) Adult male reared from eggs provide
by Tom Mason. Photo taken by Glenn Richardson
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Announcements
Eberlie Field Research Travel
Award for 2011
The Toronto Entomologists’ Association
is pleased to announce that the Eberlie
Award has been increased to $400 to help
students defray the costs of their travel
research.
The winner of the award will be
announced
on
our
website
www.ontarioinsects.org by late April and
also in the September issue of Ontario
Insects.

2011 Spring and Summer Events
April 29-30, 2011. Alan Macnaughton,
“Attraction of insects to artificial light.”
Talk at Sources of Knowledge conference,
Tobermory.
May 7, 2011. TEA members Ray Borg and
Deb Chute are hosting tables about
insects at the Spring Plant Sale of the
North American Native Plant Society in
Markham. 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
May 28, 2011 (Odonate hike) and Mary
29, 2011 (Buttefly hike), both led by Glenn
Richardson, part of the Huron Fringe
Birding Festival at MacGregor Point
Provincial Park near Port Elgin.
June 1, 2011, 7:30 pm: Wild About Bees
with Laurence Packer.– Edwards Lectures
2011 – Toronto Botanical Garden, Toronto.
June 3-5, 2011. Carden Nature Festival,
held at the Carden Recreation Centre, just
east of Orillia. TEA member Dave Beadle
leads a moth event on Friday evening,
while on Saturday and Sunday TEA
member Bob Bowles leads hikes for
butterflies and dragonflies.
June 4, 2011 and June 5, 2011, events led
by TEA member Kerry Jarvis: “Nature
through the lens of your camera” and
“Attracting butterflies and moths to your
garden.” Part of the Huron Fringe Birding
Festival at MacGregor Point Provincial
Park near Port Elgin.
June 11 – 12, 2011: insect workshops at
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Ontario Nature 80th Annual General
Meeting and Gathering, Ganaraska Forest
Centre, Cambellcroft, Ontario (north of
Port Hope). Workshops include
Dragonflies and Damselflies with Colin
Jones; Introducing Bumblebees with
Sheila Colla; Tiger Beetles and Spiders of
Ontario with Tom Mason.

images does not guarantee that they will
be used. Please indicate if remuneration
for use of your image(s) is required.

July 13 – Aug.26, 2011: Teaching and
Learning with Monarch Butterflies – two
day workshops sponsored by Monarch
Teacher Network of Canada. Ontario
workshops in Terra Cotta (July 13-14),
Hanover (July 21-22), Castleton (Aug. 34) and Enniskillen (Aug. 25-26).

2011 Vanessa Butterfly
Migration Project

August 27, 2011: Tommy Thompson Park
Butterfly Festival in Toronto.
Aug. 26 – 28 , 2011: Monarch Butterfly
Festival – Bruce Peninsula Visitor Centre.
Sept. 3 – 4, 2011: 26th Monarchs and
Migrants Weekend – Presqu’ile
Provincial Park, Brighton, ON.
Sept. 2011: Monarch Migration Festival –
Rondeau Provincial Park – Details TBA.
Sept. 10 – 11, 17 – 18, 24 – 25: Butterfly
Days – Greenway Blooming Centre,
Breslau, Ontario.

If you have images that you would like to
submit for consideration, please contact
Antonia Guidotti at 416-586-5765 or
at antoniag@rom.on.ca.

It’s spring again, and time to announce
the 2011 season of the Vanessa Migration
Project. In a way similar to Journey
North’s Monarch tracking, we are
mapping seasonal distribution and
migration of four Vanessa butterflies in
North America:
For more information about this project
and how to report your observations, see
the Red Admiral and Painted Lady
Research Site
http://www.public.iastate.edu/~mariposa/
homepage.html
Thank you,
Royce J. Bitzer mariposa@iastate.edu

Royal Ontario Museum Field
Guide (Butterflies of Ontario)
The Royal Ontario Museum is preparing
a field guide to the Butterflies of Ontario.
Thank you to the many individuals that
have submitted images. We have received
submissions for many of the species but
are still seeking images of some adult
butterflies, chrysalids and caterpillars for
each species recorded from Ontario (see
Page 42). Images of specimens in their
natural habitat are preferred. Please note
that we would prefer to only receive image
submissions for species for which we do
not yet have suitable image
You must have copyright of any images
that you submit and photographers will
be credited appropriately if an image is
used in this field guide. Submission of
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Upcoming

Field Trips
Saturday, June 18, 8:30 p.m
WALSINGHAM MOTH NIGHT
Leader: Dave Beadle
We will be visiting the farm of TEA Members Mary Gartshore
and Peter Carson. Dave has found a lot of great moths there
over the years. Attendees can come just for the evening, camp
out, or stay at a B&B and return the next morning for the 8 a.m.
wrap-up. Directions: Exit Hwy.403 at Hwy.24 just west of
Brantford, and drive south on 24. It stops being an official hwy.
and turns west near Lake Erie (near Port Ryerse). Continue west
about 22 km, cross “Hwy.59”, then go another 5.5 km on
Concession Rd 5 (Regional Rd 60) to Mary and Peter’s farm,
#316. For more information contact Carolyn King at 416-2225736 or cking@yorku.ca. Bring insect containers, a flashlight,
moth guides if you have them.
Thursday, July 1, 9 a.m
TEA TORONTO EAST BUTTERFLY COUNT
Co-ordinator: Tom Mason
Bone up on your ID skills and help count butterflies in the Rouge
or Don Valley. This is an official NABA count, with a participation
fee; the TEA will pay the fee for members. For those counting in
the Rouge, meet at the Pearse House. From Sheppard Ave go
north on Meadowvale Rd; take the exit to the Toronto Zoo but
turn RIGHT at the first turn and park along the side of the road.
Bring nets, containers, lunch and water. No collecting in the
Rouge. Call Tom Mason (905-839-6764) if you plan to participate.
Tuesday, July 5, 8:15 p.m. (to be confirmed)
HIGH PARK MOTH NIGHT
Leaders: Dave Beadle, Tom Mason
This is a joint outing with the High Park Nature Centre. Members
of the public are invited to join TEA members Dave Beadle, Tom
Mason, Carolyn King, and Karen Yukich for an evening of mothcatching and identification. A $2 donation is suggested. Meet at
the benches across from the Grenadier restaurant at 8:15 pm.
This outing is especially good for children - bring the whole
family!. No collecting. Bring insect containers, a flashlight, moth
guides if you have them. For more information contact Carolyn
King at 416-222-5736 or cking@yorku.ca.

Saturday, July 23, 9:30 a.m.
DRAGONFLIES & DAMSELFLIES (Hamilton area)
Leaders: Richard Aaron & Kyle Holloway
A joint outing with the Pickering Naturalists. This all-day field
trip (finishing around 4:00-4:30 p.m.) is a great opportunity to
work on your odonate identification skills. We will visit a diverse
range of habitats including fields, streams, ponds and abandoned
quarry pits. This is a wonderful area rich in odonate species.
This trip is limited to 16 people with priority given to TEA and
PN members. Contact Carolyn King to register: (416) 222-5736 or
cking@yorku.ca. Directions will be given when you register.
Saturday August 6, 10 a.m.
SPIDERS OF BLACKWATER (Beaver Creek),
Leader: Tom Mason
This has been a popular outing for a number of years. We have
found many species, from infinitesimal spiderlings to large Fishing
Spiders. The Beaver Creek rail trail has a wealth of habitats for all
kinds of insects and spiders. Streams, ponds, bridges, weedy
vegetation: all the places spiders like to be. Bring insect
containers, nets, hand lens, water and lunch. (Note: Easy walking)
Meet on the road shoulder where Beaver Creek flows under
Hwy 12 just south of Blackwater (40 km north of Whitby).
Saturday, August 20, 10 a.m.
PRESQU’ILE DRAGONFLIES
Leader: David Bree, Park Naturalist
Presqu’ile Provincial Park has a high diversity of habitats,
including sand dunes, marsh, dry meadows, sedge meadows,
fishless ponds on the pannes, woodlands and natural Lake
Ontario shoreline. David’s main interest is odonates, but we will
be looking at butterflies and whatever other insects and spiders
the Park has to offer. Bring lunch, water, sunscreen, nets, guides.
Those interested in moths may want to have dinner in Brighton
and return (with flashlights) for a Moth Night. Meet at the front
gate, in the parking lot to the right, before the gatehouse. If you
are interested in the moths only, contact us for a meeting place
and time. For more info, contact Carolyn King: 416-2225736, cking@yorku.ca.

NOTE: Occasionally we have to change the date or start time of an outing, so it’s important that we know whether you
plan to attend. For all events except the T.E.A. Butterfly Count, please contact the organizers:
Carolyn King (416) 222-5736 cking@yorku.ca or Steve LaForest (905)720-2784
For more details and for updates, visit www.ontarioinsects.org
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2011 Ontario

Insect Counts
BUTTERFLY COUNTS
Date (rain date)
Sat. May 28,
Mon. June 13
Sat. June 25 (26)
Sun. June 26
Fri. July 1
Sat. July 2
Sat. July 2
Sat. July 2 (3)
Sat. July 2
Sat. July 2

Location
Algonquin East Side
Sandbanks Prov. Park
Pinery Provincial Park
Oshawa
TEA Toronto East
Muskoka Bala
Orillia
Lake Dore (near Pembroke)
Windsor
Cambridge (Rare)

Sat. July 2
Sat. July 2 (3)

Long Point
Ottawa

Contact
Colin Jones
Yvette Bree
Brenda Kulon
James Kamstra
Tom Mason
Ron Stager
Bob Bowles
Chris Michener
Paul Pratt
Peter Kelly or
Matthew Lawson
Matthew and Alan Timpf
Jeff Skevington

Sun. July 3
Sun. July 3
Sun. July 3
Wed. July 6
*Wed. July 6
*Fri. July 8
Sat. July 9
Sat. July 9 (17)
Sat. July 9 (10)
Sat. July 9
Sat. July 9 (10)
Sun. July 10
Sun. July 10
Sat. July 16 (17)
Sat. July 16
Sat. July 16 (17)
Sat. July 30
Sat. Aug 6 (7)

Skunk’s Misery
Sunderland
Hamilton
Hwy 60 Algonquin Park
Presqu’ile Prov.
Royal Botanical Gardens
Kitchener (Huron Natural)
Bruce Peninsula Nat’l. Pk.
MacGregor Point Prov. Pk.
Haliburton Highlands
Toronto Centre
Rondeau Prov. Pk.
Killarney Prov. Pk.
Hog Island
Carden Alvar
Petroglyphs Prov. Pk.
Pelee Island
Point Pelee Nat’l. Pk.

Ann White
James Kamstra
Bill Lamond
Rick Stronks
Park David Bree
Lindsay Burtenshaw
Josh Shea
Jenna McGuire
Matt Cunliffe
Ed Poropat
John Carley
Laura Penner
Leah Guthrie
Chris Michener
Bob Bowles
Jerry Ball
Bob Bowles
Sarah Rupert

Telephone
(705) 652-5004
(613) 393-2565
(519) 869-2833
(905) 985-4497
(905) 839-6764
(705) 684-9194
(705) 325-3149
(613) 625-2263
(519) 966-5852
(519) 650-9336 x125
(519) 650-9336 x14
(519) 586-9964
(613) 759-1647 (work)
(613) 832-1970 (home)
(519) 457-6586
(905) 985-4497
(519) 756-9546
(613) 637-2828
(613) 475-4324 x225
(905) 527-1158 x257
(519) 741-3400 x3349
(519) 596-2233 x239
(519-389-6232)
(705) 457-3018
(416) 766-1330
(519) 674-1768
(705) 287-2891 x223
(613) 625-2263
(705) 325-3149
(705) 745-3272
(705) 325-3149
(519) 322-5700 x13

Contact
Bev Edwards
Brenda Van Ryswyk
Colin Jones
Bev Edwards
Brent Turcotte
Ed Poropat
Lindsay Burtenshaw
Bob Bowles
Bob Bowles
Chris Michener
Bev Edwards
Bev Edwards

Telephone
(416) 266-0659
(905) 336-1158 x282
(705) 652-5004
(416) 266-0659
(705) 472-3335
(705) 457-3018
(905) 527-1158 x257
(705) 325-3149
(705) 325-3149
(613) 625-2263
(416) 266-0659
(416) 266-0659

Email
colin.jones@ontario.ca
yvette.bree@ontario.ca
kulon@cogeco.ca
James.Kamstra@aecom.com
tmason@torontozoo.ca
ronstager@sympatico.ca
rbowles@rogers.com
cmichener@hughes.net
prairie@netcore.ca
peter.kelly@raresites.org
matthew.lawson@raresites.org
timpf@rogers.com
jhskevington@gmail.com
doug.ann.white@rogers.com
jkamstra@aecom.com
bill-lamond@hotmail.com
rick.stronks@ontario.ca
david.bree@ontario.ca
lburtenshaw@rbg.ca
Joshua.Shea@kitchener.ca
matt.cunliffe@ontario.ca
ed.barb@sympatico.ca
carley.la@sympatico.ca
laura.penner@ontario.ca
Leah.Guthrie@ontario.ca
cmichener@hughes.net
rbowles@rogers.com
rbowles@rogers.com
sarah.rupert@pc.gc.ca

DRAGONFLY COUNTS
Date (rain date) Location
June 11 & 12 (18) Rouge Park - survey #1
Sat. Jul 2 (3)
Hamilton Odonate
Thurs. July 7
Algonquin Odonate
July 9 & 10 (16) Rouge Park - survey #2
Sat. July 9
North Bay
Sun. July 10:
Haliburton Odonate
*Wed. July 13
Royal Botanical Gardens
Sun. July 17
Carden Alvar Odonate
Sun. July 31
Pelee Island Odonate
Sat. Aug. 6 (7)
Lake Dore Odonate
Aug 6 & 7 (13)
Rouge Park - survey #3
Aug. 27 & 28 (5) Rouge Park - survey #4
*Counts not confirmed

Email
rouge_odes@hotmail.com
brendavanryswyk@gmail.com
colin.jones@ontario.ca
rouge_odes@hotmail.com
brentturcotte@yahoo.com
ed.barb@sympatico.ca
lburtenshaw@rbg.ca
rbowles@rogers.com
rbowles@rogers.com
cmichener@hughes.net
rouge_odes@hotmail.com
rouge_odes@hotmail.com

Dates are subject to change! Many of these counts are for the North American Butterfly Association and there may be a nominal
fee for participating. Please bring sunscreen, water, hat, food and other items suggested by the count organizer.
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Toronto Entomologists’
Association Student
Symposium

within their range, An. pseudopunctipennis and An. albimanus
are associated with higher water temperatures, whereas An.
punctimacula is associated with higher dissolved oxygen, all of
which might limit these species from occupying increasingly
higher-altitude regions. This study outlines the presence of
multiple vectors in highland regions where residents might lack
knowledge regarding mosquito habitats and malaria and also
have lower immunity to Plasmodium parasites.
An overlooked structure: the praying mantid egg case and
its functional diversity (Insecta: Mantodea).
Julio Rivera
University of Toronto

The Toronto Entomologists’ Association sponsored its Annual
Student Symposium in the Ramsay Wright Building at the
University of Toronto on March 26, 2011. The symposium is
intended to encourage students of entomology to present results
or progress on their research projects to members of the TEA. In
total, five oral presentations and five posters presentations were
given. Illness precluded the delivery of a sixth oral presentation.
The topics represented a wide range of subject matter and all
were very interesting to members of TEA. TEA is pleased that
the caliber of the work being done at the five universities
represented is very high. Abstracts of the presentations are
included in this issue of Ontario Insects.

ORAL PRESENTATIONS
Highland Anopheles mosquito distribution and habitat in
Ecuador, and repercussions for malaria control.
Lauren L. Pinault
Brock University
Highland malaria has been observed in several African countries,
attributable to climate change and land use change, among other
factors. A recent episode of malaria transmission in a highland
Bolivian village highlights the urgent need to study the ecology
of malaria vectors (Anopheles spp.) in the South American Andes.
From 2008-2010, we attempted to collect Anopheles larvae in 438
localities throughout Ecuador. Maps are compared to data from
historical maps from the 1940s during the last period of widespread
highland malaria. Although An. pseudopunctipennis larvae are
previously and currently widespread in highland regions, An.
albimanus, An. punctimacula and An. oswaldoi have been
collected in several localities and/or at higher altitudes than
previously recorded (1541m, 1906m and 1233m, respectively).
Biotic and abiotic habitat associations for each species are
summarized. Compared to species-absent potential habitats
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Praying mantids (Order Mantodea), along with cockroaches
(Blattaria) and termites (Isoptera) constitute the monophyletic
superorder of the Dictyoptera. A well-established synapomorphy
that defines the monophyly of Dictyoptera is the formation of
an egg case or ootheca, a complex structure that is formed during
oviposition to provide mechanical support and protection to
the eggs. Mantids lay their egg cases on different substrates
among the vegetation and multiple selective pressure have lead
to the evolution of a wide array of structural modifications. Such
modifications presumably provide egg cases with cryptic
attributes, dissimulating their presence within the vegetation
and thus escaping predation. The resulted morphological
diversity exhibited by mantid egg cases is unique among the
Dictyoptera and has seldom been documented in the literature.
In this study we present novel data obtained from the analyses
of 40 Neotropical mantid genera. Our preliminary observations
suggest that the egg case has an enormous potential as a
character for taxonomic and even phylogenetic studies and thus
deserves further attention from mantid taxonomists.
North American flower fly taxonomy: a status report on major
projects in the NSERC-CANPOLIN strategic network.
A.D. Young, M.M. Locke1,2, G.F.G. Miranda1, S.A. Marshall3, &
J.H. Skevington1
1
Canadian National Collection of Insects, Arachnids and
Nematodes
2
Carleton University
3
University of Guelph

The Syrphidae, or flower flies, are conspicuous and widespread
Diptera of considerable economic importance. Adults of most
species feed mainly on nectar and pollen and as a result are
important pollinators. Syrphid research in Canada is currently
funded largely by NSERC-CANPOLIN, a strategic network
including 26 Canadian universities and several government
institutions, including the University of Guelph (UoG) and the
Canadian National Collection of Insects, Arachnids, and
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Nematodes (CNC). Three syrphid-related projects are currently
underway between the UoG and the CNC. The first, a
collaborative effort between workers at both institutions lead
by G.F.G Miranda, is a photographic key to the genera of
Syrphidae found in North America. The generic key is nearing
completion, and is expected to go out to review before the end
of June 2011. The second and third projects are individual M.Sc
theses of A.D. Young and M.M. Locke. Young is currently
reviewing the genus Platycheirus Lepeletier and Serville while
Locke is revising the genus Dasysyrphus Enderlein. Both will
be publishing photographic keys in association with the
collaborative generic key as part of their theses. Additional
funding for the projects was received from the TEA after the
2010 Student Symposium, where the Eberlie Travel Grant was
awarded jointly to Young and Locke. The travel grant was used
to help fund a major collecting trip, during which numerous
specimens useful to the ongoing projects were collected.
Toronto’s insects: do native trees contain more diversity
than non-natives?

comparing the optimum fitness temperature of populations from
around the World. The relative fitness of eggs, larvae, and adult
flies at six temperatures were used to determine how well adapted
eleven lines of D. simulans are to their native environments.
Differences in fitness were observed at the larval and adult
stages, but not at the egg stage. Detailed results will be discussed.
Genetic diversity and selection on the honey bee immune
system.
Brock Harpur
York University
Honey bees (Apis mellifera) are under threat from at least 29
known pathogens. Honey bees respond to these pathogens
through their immune system. Here, I present preliminary data
on the genetic diversity of the honey bee immune system acting
on pathogen recognition, signalling and antipathogen proteins.
I then link these differences to differences in selective regimes
acting on each group.

Eric Davies
University of Toronto
Non-native trees now dominate most urban areas, yet there has
been very little research on how this affects biodiversity. In an
effort to provide a preliminary estimate of these effects, I used
canopy malaise traps to sample insects on 4 species of native,
and 4 species of non-native trees in urban Toronto. Based on
>53,000 specimens collected in 2009, and identified to Familylevel the following patterns emerged: (1) of the 52 Families, 10
were more abundant on native trees, 41 had no difference, and 1
was more abundant on non-native trees, (2) of the Families more
abundant on native trees, notable groups included the parasitic
Hymenoptera (a potentially important controller of invasive
insects), and Syrphid flies (a potentially important group of
pollinators), and (3) the Order Lepidoptera (an important source
of food for birds) was markedly more abundant on native trees.
These preliminary results suggest that the increasing proportion
of non-native trees in Toronto may have negative affects on
urban biodiversity.
Optimum developmental temperature as an indicator of
adaptation in Drosophila.
Chris Austin
University of Western Ontario
Determining how well adapted a population is to its environment
is a difficult task, but life history traits, such as temperature, can
serve as indicators of adaptation. Optimum temperatures have
been investigated for many species of Drosophila, but few have
compared the optimum fitness temperature of various geographic
populations of the same species. We investigated whether
species of D. simulans have adapted to their environment by
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Differences in pollinators of Queen Anne’s Lace for dark
and light flowers.
Donnie Aedy
Brock University
The objective of this study is to test whether or not there is a
difference between the types of pollinators present on Queen
Anne’s Lace (Daucus carota) umbels with dark central spots
(dubbed “dark flowers”) and umbels without dark central spots
(dubbed “white flowers”). Since the time of Darwin, speculation
about the role of the central dark spot in the umbels of Queen
Anne’s Lace (QAL) has been put forth. According to a paper by
Lamborn and Ollerton (2000), Darwin believed that the modified
central flower served no functional or adaptive importance to
the species and therefore was a remnant of an ancestral past.
We separated QAL umbels based on the colour of the central
flower and collected the insects present on each. Although still
preliminary, we present evidence confirming a significant
difference between insect population distributions on “dark”
and “white” flowers.
Do differences in the diet of male mosquitoes influence
vitellogenesis in their mates?
Benyam Abraham
Brock University
Plant nectar and Homopteran honeydew are the two main sugar
sources utilized by mosquitoes in the wild. Previous work by
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our group has shown that the latter has relatively greater
nutritional utility with respect to flight activity in black flies
(Stanfield and Hunter, 2010). However, little is known on how
these sugars influence the reproductive ecology of male
mosquitoes. Male mosquitoes transfer accessory gland proteins
(AGPs) to their mates along with sperm during mating. In the
female, these AGPs exert their influence on reproductive genes
that control vitellogenesis and ovulation. The present study
tests the hypothesis that the mates of males consuming different
sugar meals will exhibit varying levels of induction of key
vitellogenic genes. Real-time qRT-PCR was used to investigate
how each sugar meal indirectly influences vitellogenin mRNA
abundance in female Anopheles stephensi following mating.
Results indicate that mates of nectar-fed males exhibit 2-fold
greater change in vitellogenin expression than the mates of
honeydew-fed males. These findings could explain the
prevalence of nectar feeding in the wild and may further our
understanding of the factors that regulate mosquito fecundity
in wild populations.
Sugar diet properties influence black fly diet selection,
longevity and temperature selection.
Daniel Antwi-Amoabeng and Fiona F. Hunter
Brock University
Black flies were predicted to forage from food sources in an
optimal manner. This means they will feed from food sources
that require the least amount of energy and time to collect, and
provide the most energy in return. In the absence of a time cost,
the nutritional value of a diet may become an important factor in
optimal foraging. We investigated the relationship between some
properties of sugar diets such as concentration, composition
and caloric content and the foraging decisions of female black
flies of the Simulium venustum/verecundum species complex.
In choice experiments, we found a non-random selection of diets.
The flies generally selected high calorie diets and amino acidcontaining diets over others. It was also observed that diets
that contained melezitose were selected over those that did not
even if that choice implied a diet with more calories was forgone.
We conclude that female Simulium venustum/verecundum
forage in an optimal manner and that physical properties of the
diets available to them influence their choice of diets.

either side of the Eastern Andean Mountain Range. Samples
were collected monthly over year at different altitudes to compare
differences between tropical dry forest (200-600 m), tropical rain
forest (1000-1800 m) and subparamo wetlands (2000-3000 m).
Twelve genera were collected, of which seven (65%) represented
new records for Colombia: Agabus, Colymbetes, Coptotomus,
Hydaticus, Hygrotus, Laccophilus and Sanfilipodytes. Certain
genera were restricted to either high or low altitude sites, whereas
others were distributed throughout the entire altitudinal gradient.
This study suggests that many dytiscids genera are limited by
elevation. A more comprehensive collecting program is needed
in Colombia, as most as the newly recorded genera were
previously known from neighbouring countries.
Population Genetics of the Honeybee Vitellogenin Gene.
Clement Kent, Amer Issa, Alexandra C. Bunting, Amro Zayed
York University
The vitellogenin protein of egg-laying animals carries nutrients
through the blood or hemolymph to the ovaries where it provides
a large part of the contents of the yolk. Vitellogenin (Vg) is
essential in all egg-layers for fertility, but in honey bees (Apis
mellifera) it has multiple other effects as well. Although most
worker bees don’t lay eggs, Vg is essential in nurse bees for the
making of “brood food” which is fed to larvae and royal jelly, fed
to queen larvae. When Vg levels decline, nurses become foragers
so it helps regulate the division of labour in the colony. As well,
Vg has effects on longevity and resistance to stresses and
pathogens.
Although Vg is clearly important to bees, its evolution has not
been studied in detail. We sequenced the Vg gene from multiple
individuals of 3 species of honey bees and 3 subspecies of the
common honey bee A. mellifera from around the world. We
applied methods from population genetics and functional
genomics to determine what kinds of evolutionary trends can be
detected in this important gene.

Distribution Patterns of Predaceous Diving Beetles
(Coleoptera: Dytiscidae) along an Altitudinal Gradient in the
Eastern Colombian Andes.
Ruben Cordero
Department of Natural History, Royal Ontario Museum
Despite the high diversity of predacious diving beetles (>3500
spp. worldwide), little is know about the Colombian fauna.
Preliminary data are reported about the composition of
Colombian
dytiscid genera and their distribution patterns on
stratc:Abstratc:
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Meeting

Reports
Saturday, January 22, 2011
WHAT’S THAT BUG – THE GOOD, THE BAD, AND THE
UGLY OF DOMESTIC ARTHROPODS
Antonia Guidotti
The presentation to TEA members for January, 2011 was given
by Antonia Guidotti, an Entomological Technician in the
Department of Natural History at the Royal Ontario Museum.
The ROM does their best to identify specimens that are submitted
to them from the public. They prefer dead but intact specimens
that are frozen or preserved in alcohol. The service is increasing
in popularity with time, perhaps as the result of more people
becoming aware of the service.
She talked about her experiences with arthropods that come into
our homes to live or to escape winter conditions. She divided
the group into the categories noted in the title of the presentation
but this was somewhat arbitrary and based on some human
perceptions as to what characteristics of species can be
considered useful to humans, undesirable, or harmful. Most of
us have seen the species she discussed at some point in our
lives. In the good group, she included spiders including the
Jumping Spiders, the Masked Assassin (AKA Bed Bug Hunter)
(Reduvius personatus), the House Centipede (Scutigera
coleoptera), fruit flies, social wasps, the Western Conifer Seed
Bug (Leptoglossus occidentalis), and Multi-coloured Asian
Ladybug (Harmonia axyridis). Some of these perform their
beneficial deeds outdoors but some destroy the pests that we
don’t really want within our homes.
Among the bad actors, cockroaches were mentioned. This
includes the American and the German Cockroaches that are
unwelcome guests because they can trigger asthma, allergy, and
carry undesirable microbes. We don’t care to have Carpenter
Ants (Camponotus) because they can cause structural damage
in the creation of their nest galleries though they don’t actually
eat the wood themselves. Other species mentioned in this group
include the European Fire Ants that have now reached our area,
the Clothes Moth (Tineola bisselliella) and the Indian Meal
Moth (Plodia interpunctella), mosquitoes that can transmit
West Nile Virus, Carpet Beetles (Family Dermestidae) and an
assortment of fleas, ticks, lice and mites. The last group includes
the Northern Black Widow Spider (Latrodectus various) (which
doesn’t always have the red hour-glass markings) that carries a
potent, painful neurotoxin that can be particularly dangerous to
vulnerable members of the population though actual mortality
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rates are less than 1% of those bitten. Particularly undesirable
are Subterranean Termites (Reticulitermes flavipes) that destroy
wood but are seldom observed because they must remain within
their clay tunnels. The last species mentioned was Bed Bugs
(Cimex lectularis) that are making a resurgence and getting
considerable attention in the press in recent times. It was
suggested that people could find much useful information on
this pest at http://bedbugsinfo.ca.
The last item mentioned was not a real arthropod problem at all.
In the case of ‘Delusional Parasitosis’, people have the realenough sensation that they are being bitten. In some cases, this
can be traced to medication, to various things in the environment,
and to allergies. Mostly, it is older females that suffer from this
condition.
Saturday February 26, 2011
CANADIAN JOURNAL ofARTHROPOD IDENTIFICATION
- A CATALYST FOR BIODIVERSITY SCIENCE
Dave Cheung
Dave completed his BSc at the University of Guelph working in
the Insect Systematics Lab and is now well on his way to his
Masters’. He spoke to us as the technical editor of the Canadian
Journal of Arthropod Identification (CJAI). It was co-founded
by Dave and his supervisor, Steve Marshall, and their aim is to
have it a primary ID source.
He first talked briefly of the Guelph Insect Collection. It does
biodiversity surveys around the world and collects specimens;
it also does insect systematics - relationships between species.
The first entry into the CJAI was Mecoptera - Scorpionflies,
Hangingflies and Snow Scorpionflies. Dave found that the
dichotomous keys were quite difficult to use, heavy on technical
terms. He combined his computer skills with his macro
photography skills and came up with a much easier way of
identifying species. He showed us examples of how to use the
key using high-quality images of anal horns in scorpionflies. He
then showed images of accessory lobes to demonstrate the
comprehensive collection of photographs that are associated
with the key.
There are 13 entries in the CJAI so far and 4 more to be added by
this summer. Dave went through several of the keys and
highlighted features they had to offer such as printable and
downloadable PDF files, (large or small), distribution datamaps
and so on. He mentioned that updates to the keys
including distribution data might not be updated unless there is
a lot of new data to justify the time spent having it peer-reviewed.
The PDFs can be printed or displayed on an IPad or IPhone, etc.
Before a new key is created a review or revision of the taxa is
conducted, often resulting in the discovery of new records or
species, e.g. Bee Flies. A lot of this work requires having active
and accessible insect collections. The upcoming
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Tephritidae key was partly funded by the Bar Code for Life.
Recently collected material was barcoded in hopes that the data
would be useful for larvae identification in the future.

The Incredible World of
Bugs Exhibit

Dave then talked about his Masters’ thesis on landscape
and nursery pests. He included 185 species in the demo site. The
site provides several ways to identify these insects without being
an entomologist. You can narrow down the categories by body
shape, plant attacked, type of damage, and so on. The site will
be on CJAI this summer.

2011 Exhibit Dates

Dave gave us a great look into the CJAI and how we might use
it. His enthusiasm, computer and photography skills have added
so much to lighten the often tedious chore of identifying species.

NEXT MEETING
TEA Members
Meeting
Saturday September 24, 2011
1:15 PM
Rm 206, Victoria College

Febuary 10-12 Georgetown: Georgetown Market
Place
March 17-19 Chatham: Downtown Chatham
Centre
March 31 - April 3 Toronto: International Home &
Garden Show - International
Centre Toronto
April 7-10 Ottawa: Cottage & Big Backyard Show
Lansdowne Park
April 14-16 London: White Oaks Mall
April 19-21 Waterloo: Conestoga Mall
May 5-7 Kingston: Cataraqui Town Centre
May 12-14 Cobourg: Northumberland Mall
May 19-21 Mississauga: Erin Mills Town Centre
May 26-28 Welland: Seaway Mall
June 3-5 Walkerton: Walkerton Sportsman Show
June 9-11 North Bay: Northgate Shopping Centre
July 14-16 St. Thomas: Elgin Mall
July 21-23 Hamilton: Lime Ridge Mall
July 28-30 Toronto: Cloverdale Mall
August 11-13 Orangeville: Orangeville Mall
August 18-20 Midland: Mountainview Mall
August 25-27 Milton: Milton Mall
October 6-8 Barrie: Georgian Mall
October 27-29 Burlington: Mapleview Mall
See also: http://tinyurl.com/3qt6mmm

Corrections
In the “In Memoriam” article for Quimby Hess in February’s OI,
there was a reference to a report in the 1999 Seasonal Summary
of a discovery of specimens of the Cranberrry Blue in the ROM
collection. However, subsequent research has shown that these
specimens were actually the Northern Blue (Ontario Lepidoptera
2003-04, p. 3).

Sponsored by Orkin PCO Services with John G. Powers of
Cambridge, ON.

The “Butterfly Checklists” article in February’s OI omitted the
the Halton Region’s butterfly checklist. It can be found at: http:/
/ w w w. c o n s e r v a t i o n h a l t o n . o n . c a / u p l o a d s /
ButterflyChecklistRevised.pdf.
Checklists for dragonflies, herbs and fish are also available. See:
h t t p : / / w w w. c o n s e r v a t i o n h a l t o n . o n . c a /
ShowCategory.cfm?subCatID=1116

The Incredible World of Bugs Exhibit Van
Photo by Don Davis
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Monarch

News

submitted by Don Davis

Back row (left to right): Edgardo Hernandez, Robert Small, Lincoln Brower, Chip Taylor, Karen
Oberhauser, Eli Moreno, Jesse Moreno. Front Row: Eneida Montesinos, Don Davis, Isabel Ramirez, Jordi
Honey-Roses, Toni Taylor (Chip’s wife). Absent from photo but a SKYPE participant: Rebecca Goodwin,
DJ Agnew, Monica Missrie

Annual Meeting of Monarch Butterfly
Fund, Feb. 19 – 20, 2011 in Lawrence,
Kansas

pupa, and the development of a new type of alar tag. Such tags
could be located in a bag of dead monarch butterflies collected
from the forest floor in Mexico when the bag is passed over a
monitoring device which sets off an alarm if a tag is present in
the bag.

MBF Board members and Advisors held an annual meeting in
February 2011 in Lawrence, Kansas, which is also home to
Monarch Watch . In addition to meetings related to the operation
of the corporation and election of new officers, we had an
extensive tour of the nearby Monarch Watch headquarters at
the University of Kansas. Among the many projects Chip Taylor
is working on is a breeding experiment involving an unusual
genetic variation of the monarch butterfly that produces white

Wintering Monarch Population
Increases
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After a number of delays, WWF Mexico announced that the
forest area occupied by wintering Monarchs in Mexico was
double from the previous year: 4 hectares compared to 1.9 hectares
in 2009 - 2010. See: http://tinyurl.com/4ttou9r. Monarch Watch
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recently updated the bar graph showing the measurements taken
from 1994 to 2011. See: http://tinyurl.com/4zoxvhu.
While tourism was down 50% in the Biosphere Reserve, those
who visited the sanctuaries, including Jean Lauriault from
Canada, noted that there was a military presence in the area and
that their visits were uneventful. Extensive new tourism facilities,
including new restaurants and horse stables, were constructed
at the Chincua colony, and the President of Mexico paid an
unannounced visit to the area to promote tourism. Subsequently,
it was announced that the Chincua site would also remain open
year round for tourism to the benefit of local residents. Activities
to include hiking and horseback riding, but some are concerned
about the impact of these activities, which now include a
mountain bike race, on the forest environment and ecosystem.
Of concern right now are a number of forest fires burning in the
Biosphere Reserve area. Fires are annually set by local farmers
to promote the growth of vegetation on which their livestock
feed, and some of these fires rage out of control.

March 21, 2011 - Monarchs Observed
Leaving Mexico “En Masse”
Writing for the Journey North Program, Estela Romero of
Angangueo reports on visiting the nearby El Rosario colony
and observing large numbers of Monarchs mating and leaving
the sanctuary. See: http://tinyurl.com/4zzkfe3.

Recovery of Monarch Watch Tags in
Mexico
For the second year, Chip Taylor was unable to travel to Mexico
to purchase Monarch Watch tags, this year due to the U.S.
warning against travel to Michoacan. Subsequently, Chip
arranged for other persons, including Diane Purden of Michigan,
to purchase tags for Monarch Watch. On March 17th, Diane
reported from the El Rosario Sanctuary, “Today was the third
year that I have visited El Rosario and for me, it was the best.
The butterflies were everywhere but as the horse made our way
higher, the Monarchs just got thicker and thicker. We had to
brush them away at times.” Many more tags were available for
purchase than Diane had money for. A few tags purchased from
the ejidatarios had been placed on a Monarch 10 years before!
Among the few tag numbers that Diane shared with Monarch
Watch members was #HAC394, released on Sept. 2, 2007 at
Presqu’ile Provincial Park by Don Davis during 22nd Monarchs
and Migrants Weekend.

larva, a fourth instar of a “black” larval mutation he was studying.
This particular larva was lighter than most and he could see the
blood coursing through the dorsal aorta. I said “Let’s get a
camera, this is neat!” Scroll down on the Monarch Watch Blog
to the entry dated March 29, 2011 to watch a video and listen to
a description of larva blood circulation: http://
Monarchwatch.org/blog/

New Research Findings
There are an ever-increasing number of research projects and
scientific papers published about the Monarch butterfly. Tyler
Flockhart of the University of Guelph heads to Texas in early
April 2011 to begin his research. Dr. Stephen Reppert and
associates at the University of Massachusetts continue their
work related to Monarch navigation, and which includes
identifying Monarch brain structures and processes related to
the Monarch sun compass. See: http://tinyurl.com/654j3ja.

Monarchs on the Net
Some of the videos noted often begin after an advertisement
Aug. 21/10 – Butterfly Season – CBC National News report about
the Tommy Thompson Park Butterfly Festival – featuring TEA
members: http://tinyurl.com/3o3jds8
March 25/11- Monarch Butterflies Making A Comeback – CBS
Evening News. Watch for one TEA member: http://tinyurl.com/
4dzuxut
Incredible Journey Of The Butterflies (NOVA) – 52.17 min: http:/
/tinyurl.com/3vju3cx
2011 Monarchs in the Classroom newsletter. See: http://
tinyurl.com/3na6gw8

Video of Monarch Larval Dorsal Aorta
and Blood Circulating
One Friday, a few weeks ago, Chip Taylor noticed an unusual
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Rearing and Releasing Monarch
Butterflies: Is it Harmful?
Alan Macnaughton
In March I submitted the annual application to the Ministry of
Natural Resources to authorize a named list of 19 TEA members
to be able to raise and release Monarch butterflies and
swallowtails. The one change in this year’s application was to
raise the number of Monarch butterflies from the 10 per member
allowed last year to 100 per member. All releases would be made
within 50 kilometres of the capture site. To support the
application, I submitted the following comments. (Latest news:
the MNR has approved the application).
Review of the Literature
The conservation effects of butterfly releases were first
addressed by Brower (1995) in the context of scientific
experiments in which Monarch butterflies from populations east
of the Rocky Mountains were transferred to areas west of the
Rocky Mountains and then released. More recent contributions
to the scientific literature have examined the conservation effect
of the commercial rearing of butterflies in centralized locations
which are then released across the country at weddings and
funerals and as part of classroom activities.
All authors agree on the educational value of butterfly releases.
All authors also agree that species should not be introduced
into an area where they are not normally found, except as part of
carefully-controlled scientific research. However, in regard to
transporting and releasing living butterflies within the species’
natural range, points of view differ. Some authors believe that
the biological concerns are serious and outweigh the educational
benefits (Brower, 1995; Pyle, 2010; Pyle et al., 2010), while others
believe the reverse (New, 2008; Wagner, Sperling and Walsh,
2010).

the United States Department of Agriculture is
concerned that some of the butterflies may pose a threat
as plant pests and has proposed regulations to restrict
releases of all but a few species.
Two additional concerns have arisen in the recent literature.
First, there is the possibility that releases of butterflies in areas
in which they are rarely or never found could confuse
biogeographical studies. For example, Pyle (2010) cites the
example of a Julia longwing (Dryas iulia) released in an area of
Florida where it is does not normally occur. Second, it is feared
that industrial-scale rearing of butterflies could spread pathogens.
Pyle et al. (2010) cite the example of sea lice spreading from
farmed salmon to wild salmon. Karen Oberhauser, a noted
Monarch butterfly researcher, has ceased her rearing of 50,000
Monarchs per year as a result of these concerns (Federman,
2008).
For the present purposes, the key point is that even the
opponents of these releases have no concern with the smallscale rearing of butterflies followed by their release in the same
location. To quote Brower et al. (1995, at 543): “We are not
opposing local tagging and releasing of captured Monarch
butterflies or of reared butterflies that are first-generation
offspring of locally-captured wild adults.” Similarly, Pyle et al.
(2010) presents the following statements as the policy of the
Xerces Society (an association for butterfly conservation): “No
butterflies should be released into the wild beyond the county
of their natural origin…Teachers are encouraged to use
butterflies netted or reared from local habitats for educational
purposes. The Xerces Society recommends that they not be
released into the wild after adults emerge unless they originated
locally.”

The nature of the concerns with butterfly releases is summarized
by Capinera (2008, at 3005) as follows:
Releasing butterflies at weddings has become a very
popular but somewhat controversial practice.
According to the International Butterfly Breeders
Association, there are hundreds of commercial butterfly
farms in the United States that raise butterflies for
schools and for release at special events. Some
scientists do not approve of the releases because of
the potential harmful effects of the released butterflies
(that may not originate from the same area in which
they are to be released) mating with local butterflies.
There is concern that the progeny resulting from these
weddings may not be well adapted to survive. Also,
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An adult Monarch (female) nectaring on the same Swamp
Milkweed plants, which the caterpillar was reared on.
Photo August 3, 2010 by Glenn Richardson
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Analysis
As discussed above, the present proposal is to allow each of 19
applicants across Ontario to capture, rear and release 100
Monarch butterflies and release them within 50 kilometres of the
capture site. The consensus view from the scientific literature is
that a small-scale local-release operation such as this is an
educational activity with no biological harm. Some would even
say that there is a small biological benefit, as many fewer
caterpillars would survive to the adult stage if they remained
unprotected in the wild.
Since the number of butterflies to be raised and released is at
issue, it may be helpful to do some simple numerical analysis.
Even if every applicant raised the maximum number, this would
represent less than 2,000 butterflies. For comparison, it is
estimated that the number of Monarch butterflies which arrive
at the Monarch-butterfly overwintering grounds in Mexico each
year number in the hundreds of millions (Taylor, 2009).
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In late March or early April, the most commonly reported
butterfly in the Mourning Cloak (sometimes the Eastern Comma
or Compton Tortoiseshell. However, our first caterpillar to emerge
is a common moth of early summer, known as the Virginia
Ctenucha (Ctenucha virginica) moth. These caterpillars are an
easy early spring find for the rearing enthusiast who has grown
tired of winter.
The Virginia Ctenucha moth caterpillar begins life in early July
as a pale yellow cluster of eggs (See Photo 1 Inset), which are
usually but not always laid on various grasses. Throughout the
summer they grow very slowly, passing through many more
moults than the 5 or 6 stages of most butterfly caterpillars. In the
fall they drop to the ground to hibernate beneath the snow until
the following spring.
After the snow has finally melted, these caterpillars emerge
almost imediately with the first warm temperatures, often
appearing before the grass is even green. Now, they are about
three quarters of an inch long and easy to see, sometimes clinging
to a dead grass blade or just as often, simply lying on the top of
last years matted grass leaves (See Photo 1).
For starters a small plastic film container and single blade of
fresh grass will do nicely. The caterpillar will eat for only one or
2 days before beginning its first moult. After the skin has been
shed, drill a small hole in another plastic film container, fill with
water and insert a few more grass blades, removing droppings
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Maintaining our charitable status requires more of us than simply
filling out forms annually – we must regulate our activities so
that they meet the legal definition of being charitable. Up until
recently, it was hard to know how to do this. This vagueness
has been swept away by the Canada Revenue Agency’s (CRA’s)
issuance in February of the draft policy statement “The
Promotion of Animal Welfare and Charitable Registration.” The
general thrust of this statement is that organizations that promote
animal welfare, including insect welfare, can qualify as charitable
if their work can be shown to benefit humans.

Virginia Ctenucha full grown caterpillar spinning a
cocoon. Photo by Glenn Richardson
and replacing the grass as necessary. Cover the plant and
caterpillar with an inverted large vacuum jar.

One way to show a benefit to humans is to advance education.
Education includes research, provided that the fruits of that
research are shared with the general public. One example given
by the CRA is to “research wild animal populations, their health,
or migration habits,” The TEA has an active program of
conducting and publishing research, such as seasonal summaries
of insects, checklists of insects, and a field guide to the bumble
bees of Algonquin Park. Education also includes our monthly
meetings, particularly where the topic is scientific research. These
educational efforts are our primary claim to being a charitable
organization.

Over the next 2-3 weeks the caterpillar will climb onto the grass
blades and eat them from the top down (often feeding mostly at
night). At the next moult the caterpillar appearance changes to
that pictured on the front cover, and it will grow to about 1 and
a half inches. It is necessary to include some sturdy supports at
this time (last years dead grass stalks will do) as the caterpillar
will soon spin its cocoon, as shown in Photo 2.

An activity is not educational if its primary purpose is to keep or
change a particular law, but it is educational if this political activity
is incidental to its main purpose. Thus, our charitable status is
not put into question by lobbying to change laws regarding
endangered species, since this is not the main purpose of our
organization.

After to cocoon is spun it will take several days to a week for the
pupa to form and harden. By this time it will generally be the first
week of May. We do not want the adult Ctenucha moth to
emerge too early, so place the cocoon (container and all) in a
small bar fridge until the first or second week of June. After
bringing the cocoon out, set it in a warm dry spot…but not in
direct sunlight. The adult moth will emerge in 7 to 10 days (see
Photo inside back cover) to fly with the first adults of the new
season. Release the moth in the area that the caterpillar was
found.

The TEA also benefits humans in a lesser way through engaging
in the CRA’s category of “other activities beneficial to the
community.” The CRA notes three such activities which are
relevant to us – “promoting the environment,” “benefitting
agriculture,” and “upholding the administration and enforcement
of the law.” We engage in the last activity by encouraging
members to get MNR permits for the rearing of monarch butterflies
and swallowtails, and also by making sure all TEA field trips
which go onto private property do so only with the owners’
permission.

Is the TEA “Charitable”?
Alan Macnaughton

For all of these reasons, our activities as members of the TEA are
not simply a hobby, such as stamp or coin collecting or ballroom
dancing. Rather, they are charitable activities. Isn’t it nice to feel
virtuous while having fun?

The TEA’s status as a registered charity is a “pain in the neck”
in that it requires that forms on our activities and financial status
must be sent to Ottawa annually. However, it is a benefit in that
we can issue tax receipts to donors, from which we receive about
20% of our funding (over $700 last year). In addition, should we
want to get funding from foundations, as we did in publishing
the Ontario Butterfly Atlas in the 1990s, having charitable status
provides some proof that we are a reputable and well-governed
organization.
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The

Bookworm
Current Insect Reading
Alan Macnaughton

New Edition of Handfield Quebec
Lepidoptera Book
Many people will be familiar with TEA member Louis Handfield’s
1999 book “Guide des Papillons du Québec,” which covers both
butterflies and moths of Quebec. Many people bought it just for
the excellent plates, even if they could not read the French text.
A new edition of the book is to be published by Broquet
(info@broquet.qc.ca) in the first week of April, although it was
not available at the time of writing. It is completely revised, with
completely new plates. A user’s guide is to be provided for English
readers.
The new work covers all Quebec and Labrador
Macrolepidoptera, including Hepialidae and Cossidae. Of course,
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this means it also covers nearly all the fauna of Ontario, the
Maritime provinces and the US northeast. In term of
classification, the work follows the new catalogue of J. Donald
Lafontaine and B. Christian Schmidt of the Canadian National
Collection of insects in Ottawa. Lafontaine contributed the
preface.
A total of 1,521 species are illustrated in 2,443 colour photos.
The 168 colour plates are a significant expansion of the 123
plates in the previous edition. All specimens are presented in life
size, even the Saturnidae. For a few small ones like the
Hypenodes, the specimens are also shown at twice life size. The
previous edition showed only the species number and sex below
the image on the plate, so it was necessary to flip back and forth
between the text and the plates to the species identification. In
the new edition, both the name and number are under the image.
The book is to be issued in two versions. The popular edition is
to be available through bookstores for about $29.95, while the
scientific edition must be ordered from the publisher for $124.95
(plus tax and postage). The popular edition is softcover, with
672 pages of text plus all 168 plates. The scientific edition is to
have much more text, including detailed references and
municipality-by-municipality records (accompanied by a helpful
map), including flight seasons. The scientific edition is also
intended as a collectible. It comes in 2 hardcover volumes
totalling 1,352 pages in a presentation case. Conveniently, all
plates and indexes are in one volume. Only 350 copies are to be
issued, each signed by the author and numbered.
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Robert Michael Pyle, Mariposa Road:
The First Butterfly Big Year (Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt, 2010), 558 pages.
Robert Michael Pyle is the founding
director of the Xerces Society for
Invertebrate Conservation – an
association devoted to saving rare
butterflies which is named for the Xerces
Blue. The book is about Pyle’s travels
through the United States on the first-ever
“Butterfly Big Year.” Roger Tory Peterson,
famous among birders, did a Big Year to
see how many different species he could
spot or hear in one calendar year. Other
birders have followed to see if they can
beat his number, and the record for North
America north of Mexico is now almost
750. But what about butterflies? Pyle has
no record to beat, nobody has thought of
this before. His publisher encouraged him,
thinking his adventures on the road would
make a good book regardless of the
ultimate count.
Pyle starts on January 1, 2008, from his
home base in Oregon. That’s not a likely
place to spot butterflies at that time of

year (although he did find a chrysalis in
the garage), so he’s going to have to travel
to warmer parts of the States. He’s driving
a white Toyota hatchback with the
passenger seat converted into a cot, the
smallest camper on the road. He spends
nights in Walmart parking lots and various
byways until the state troopers make him
move on. With his white beard and
Stetson, he resembles Kenny Rogers if
you don’t look closely. This sometimes
got him free meals and drinks from people
who would not be impressed by his
Xerces card, which made one ignorant
state trooper think he was “one of them
exorcists.” Even though the vehicle never
broke down completely, it had its
problems. Pyle needed to save time, so he
switched to air travel and rented cars at
his destination.
Pyle does not photograph his sightings
but he does describe them in meticulous
and rather poetic detail and takes some
voucher specimens. If he’s not absolutely
sure of what he saw, he doesn’t count it
on his list but puts it in the “maybe”
column at the end. His final count was

344, and that’s absolutely honest, because
otherwise there would be no point.
The book is really more road trip than field
guide. You feel as if you’re on the road
with Bob, meeting all his friends along the
way. They’re a quirky lot, but so is Pyle,
a man who names his car Powdermilk, and
gives his nets names as well. Wherever
he is, he makes a point of visiting the pubs
and sampling the local ale. He’s a selfconfessed cat-lover who gives us a
loving description of each feline he meets
on the way. The book could just as well
have been called “Cats and Ale.” He sees
strange things that have nothing to do
with his quest, like the Outhouse of the
Midnight Sun in Alaska. His personal life
is woven through the book: his tooth
troubles and his wife’s cancer treatments
are recurring themes. He makes up words:
a “chrysalicicle” is a frozen Monarch
chrysalis. By the way, he did find the
wintering place of the California monarch
population.

Jim Sharples of Markham photographed the “Black Witch” moth (Ascalapha odorata)
on the side of his home on Sept. 27, 2010
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IMAGES NEEDED FOR “BUTTERFLIES OF ONTARIO”
The above list deals only with adult butterflies. Images of immature stages are needed for many more species: See the TEA
website at www.ontarioinsects.org.
In the list below, T= top view (upper side, or dorsal) and S= side view (ventral).
Hesperiidae
Long-tailed Skipper T, S
Hoary Edge T, S
Southern Cloudywing S
Hayhurst’s Scallopwing T, S
Common Sootywing S
Dreamy Duskywing S
Sleepy Duskywing T, S
Juvenal’s Duskywing S
Horace’s Duskywing T, S
Zarucco Duskywing T, S
Funereal Duskywing S
Columbine Duskywing S
Persius Duskywing T, S
Grizzled Skipper S
Common Checkered Skipper S
Garita Skipperling T, S
Brazilian Skipper T, S
Ocola Skipper T, S
Clouded Skipper T, S
Little Glassywing S
Zabulon Skipper T, S
Mulberry Wing T
Dukes’ Skipper S
Two-spotted Skipper S
Dusted Skipper T, S

Lycaenidae
Harvester T
Grey Copper T, S
Purplish Copper S
Bog Elfin S
Western Pine Elfin S
White M Hairstreak T
Early Hairstreak T
Marine Blue T
Western Tailed-Blue T
Spring Azure T
Cherry Gall Azure T
Summer Azure T
Northern Blue S
Karner Blue T
Greenish Blue S
Arctic Blue T, S

Papilionidae

Nymphalidae

Pipevine Swallowtail S
Zebra Swallowtail T, S
Old World Swallowtail T, S

American Snout T
Silver-bordered Fritillary T
Frigga Fritillary T, S
Freija Fritillary T, S
Aphrodite Fritillary T (male only)
Regal Fritillary T, S
Hackberry Emperor T, S
Hoary Comma T, S
Northern Pearly-eye T
Appalachian Brown T
Common Ringlet T
Common Wood Nymph T
Taiga Alpine T, S
Red-disked Alpine T, S
Polixenes Arctic S
Melissa Arctic S
Macoun’s Arctic T, S

Pieridae
Dainty Sulphur T
Mexican Yellow T, S
Little Yellow T
Sleepy Orange T
Clouded Sulphur T
Orange Sulphur T
Giant Sulphur T, S
Pelidne Sulphur T
Pink-edged Sulphur T
Palaeno Sulphur T, S
Southern Dogface T
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Cloudless Sulphur T
Orange-barred Sulphur T
Large Marble T, S
Mustard White T
West Virginia White S
Checkered White T, S
Western White T, S
Great Southern White T, S
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Flea

Market

Notice to
Contributors
Who Can Contribute:
Observations, articles, etc., to be published in
Ontario Insects, are welcome from members
of the Toronto Entomologists' Association.
or from anyone interested in insects. There
are no page charges. Classified ads may be
placed by non-members at the rates outlined
in the classified section.
Types of Submissions:
Contributions to Ontario Insects may address any subject or aspect related to entomological study. Submissions may be made in
the following categories:
Research papers -may include original research
or scholarly reviews following an appropriate
journal format
Feature articles -informative & entertaining,
format open to the author's choice
Notes or short communications -may be observations, interpretive, historical, review or
experimental studies which do not fall under
the purview of research papers
Book reviews -preferably titles published
within the last three years
Original artwork, puzzles -art should be clear,
easily reproduced in black & white
Guest columns in Entomophilia -any subject
related to the love of insects
Opinions, Letters, Queries -anything entomological under 500 words that may be of interest to the membership
Classified ads -free to members
Format for Submissions:
Ontario Insects is produced on a PC. Text
editing is done in Microsoft Word, graphics
are scanned or obtained from licensed CDROM collections and edited in CorelDRAW
4.0 with final page layout in PageMaker 6.5.
The original is printed on an HP 1200 laser
printer.

Virginia Ctenucha (Ctenucha virginica) adult emerging from its cocoon. Photo taken June 30, 2004 by Glenn Richardson
See article on page 38 of this issue

All submissions are encouraged, however,
submissions of articles and/or artwork on disk
or email are preferred. If articles are submitted
via email, formats in Microsoft Word (.DOC)
or rich text format (.RTF) are preferred. Please
send all submissions and questions to the editor
(see inside cover for address). Offprints are
available at cost + 10% + postage.

ITEMS FOR SALE THROUGH THE TEA
Membership in the TEA includes our annual issue of Ontario Lepidoptera and 3 issues of Ontario Insects, as
well as member discounts on other publications. Price: $25 individual; $30 family; free for students (finances
permitting).

Our Major Publications (non-member prices)
Ontario Insects - T.E.A. Newsjournal. 3 issues per year: Jan., April and September.
Back Issues: in Canada, $5; international, inquire for rates
Ontario Lepidoptera by Ross Layberry and Colin Jones. This is our annual seasonal summary, and has been issued
since 1969. The 2009 issue has 65 pages (11 in colour) and has 145 contributors. Some earlier issues are also
available. Appears every fall.2009 issue: in Canada, $20; international, inquire for rates.
Ontario Butterfly Atlas by A.M. Holmes, R.R. Tasker, Q.F.Hess, A.J.Hanks (1991)
In Canada, $25; international, inquire for rates
Checklist of the Butterflies of the Toronto Region, 3rd edition, 2007
In Canada, $2; international, inquire for rates
Checklist of Ontario Odonata, 2010
Free for individual copies within Canada; otherwise, inquire for rates.
Ontario Odonata – Annual Seasonal Summaries
2007 issue: in Canada, $25; international, inquire for rates
The Bumble Bees of Algonquin Provincial Park: A Field Guide by Nathan Miller
In Canada, $10; international, inquire for rates

Books: reproductions of out-of-print books
The Odonata of Canada & Alaska (3 volumes) by E.M. Walker
In Canada, $185; international, inquire for rates
The Cicindelidae of Canada (tiger beetles) by J.B. Wallis (1961) with colour plates
In Canada, $28; international, inquire for rates
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Aeshna by E.M. Walker (1921) with colour plates
In Canada, $115; international, inquire for rates
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Somatochlora by E.M. Walker (1925)
In Canada, $60; international, inquire for rates
Books: other publishers
Damselflies and Dragonflies (Odonata) of Ontario: Resource Guide and Annotated List by P.M. Catling and V.R.
Brownell (2000). In Canada, $40 Canadian; international, inquire for rates
To order or to ask about member prices, contact:Chris Rickard, 16 Mount View Court, Collingwood, Ontario
L9Y 5A9. (info@ontarioinsects.org). Please make cheques or money orders payable to the
Toronto Entomologists’ Association.
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• annual Ontario Lepidoptera Summary
THE TEA IS A REGISTERED CHARITY
(#1069095-21); ALL DONATIONS ARE
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Announcing the Quimby F. Hess
Annual Lecture: First Lecture November 19.
in the TEA and his lifelong passion for
the study, collection, and conservation
of insects. The first donation has
already been made.
Needless to say, this is a transformative
gift for the TEA. Our annual budget is
only about $6,000, so this provides us
with a 50% increase in the amount of
money we have to use to advance our
goals. In particular, speakers for
meetings have been limited to those
residing in or visiting Toronto, as there
were no funds for travel. Now, all this
has changed.
The son and daughter of the late
Quimby Hess, Robert Hess of Gabriola
Island, B.C., and Jane Hess of Toronto,
have agreed to donate $3,000 per year
to the TEA to fund a Quimby F. Hess
Annual Lecture. This is in honour of
their father’s forty-year involvement

Membership Dues
Increase
Membership dues are now payable, as the
membership year starts August 1. The
membership fee schedule has increased
by $5 this year – see the reasons in the
financial report later in this issue.
The new rates are:
Individual: $30.00
Family: $35.00
Student: Free
Membership application forms can be
found at our website:
www.ontarioinsects.org
Please mail your payment to the TEA
Treasurer: Chris Rickard, 16 Mount
View Court, Collingwood, Ontario L9Y
5A9.
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Each gift of $3,000 is to cover the costs
of one annual lecture. The costs may
include travel, hotel, meals, an
honorarium, rental of the meeting
space, etc. The allocation of these
costs will be decided by the TEA,
depending on the chosen speaker.
Any leftover monies for any year

would be for the use of the TEA for
any purpose (e.g. other speaker
costs, student research grants,
publications, etc.). The subject of the
Hess lecture will be about any type
of insects, since Quimby’s interest in
insects was very broad.
The first annual lecture is Saturday,
November 19 and the speaker is Peter
Hall, co-author of The Butterflies of
Canada, speaking on the health of
Canada’s butterfly populations. This
will replace the TEA’s November
meeting. – note the special date. The
location will be room 110, Ramsay
Wright Zoological Building. This is a
large room, with 150 seats. The
general public is invited
The TEA is absolutely delighted by
this gift to honour Quimby. This will
make sure the activities he so loved
will carry on into the future.

Student Symposium 2012
The annual TEA Student Symposium will
be held on Saturday March 24, 2012. A
formal call for applications to speak or
present a poster will be issued in January
2012. Graduate students, senior
undergraduates and postdoctoral fellows
are eligible to participate in the
Symposium. Participation in the
Symposium is a prerequisite for applying
for the W.J.D. Eberlie Travel Research
award (see below).
We expect up to 6 short presentations (10
minutes) and 10 posters. Abstracts of the
presentations and posters will be
published in Ontario Insects.

A Buzz About Bees
Last fall the TEA, in cooperation with
Ontario Parks, published Nathan Miller’s
work, “The Bumble Bees of Algonquin
Provincial Park: A Field Guide.” The whole
initial run of the book is now exhausted,
so we went to a second printing of another
80 copies. This is the first time this has
happened for any of our own for-sale
monographs. Congratulations to Nathan
on a “best seller”! Get your own copy
from our Treasurer, Chris Rickard
(crickard38@rogers.com).
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Upcoming

Meetings

Everyone is welcome. Bring a Friend!

Saturday September 24, 2011 1:15 pm Room 206 Victoria College
MEMBER’SMEETING
Bring your images from the summer!
Saturday October 29, 2011 1:15 pm Room 206 Victoria College
BEYOND MANTIS RELIGIOSA: AN OVERVIEW OF THE PRAYING MANTIDS (INSECTA: MANTODEA)
Julio Rivera
Praying mantids (Insecta: Mantodea) are among the most recognizable and striking insects. They have a surprisingly wide range
of hunting strategies, cryptic behaviours and morphological adaptations that go beyond the green, leaf-like mantis with which most
people are familiar. In this talk, he will present some little known aspects of these charismatic predators.
Julio is a Peruvian-Canadian entomologist currently based at the Royal Ontario Museum and working on his PhD at the University
of Toronto on the evolution and systematics of Neotropical Mantodea.
Saturday November 19, 2011 1:15 pm Room 110 Ramsey Wright Building
FIRST QUIMBY HESS LECTURE: SENTINELS ON THE WING (Note Special Date and Special Location)
Peter Hall
Peter Hall, Research Associate at the Canadian National Collection of Insects, Ottawa, and co-author of The Butterflies of Canada,
will present an assessment of the health of Canada’s butterfly populations, focussing mainly on Ontario butterfly species. Peter is
author of the recent report Sentinels on the Wing: the Status and Conservation of Butterflies in Canada. His talk will explore which
species are declining, which species are increasing and the many factors affecting the status and trends of butterfly populations.
Peter will also outline ways to better protect our butterflies.
This is the inaugural event of an annual lecture series in honour of the late Quimby Hess. Quimby’s children Robert Hess and Jane
Hess will attend and say a few words about his life. There will be a reception after the lecture.
Saturday January 28, 2012 1:15 pm Room 206 Victoria College
MONITORING BUTTERFLIESALONGAN URBAN GRADIENT IN THE REGION OF WATERLOO
Jessica Grealey
Jessica will speak about a two-year dataset of butterfly abundance and diversity at 15 sites in Waterloo Region ranging from rural
to urban. This data was collected to examine how different urban land uses are impacting butterfly communities and if diversity is
protected by Regional Environmentally Sensitive Policy Area designations. This research also includes an extensive review of
butterfly records for the Region to assess how butterfly presence/absence has changed over the last 80 years.
Jessica is a Terrestrial and Wetland Biologist with Natural Resource Solutions Inc., a Waterloo-based environmental consulting
firm. She specializes in developing butterfly monitoring programs.

All meetings (Except November 19, 2011) are held at:
Victoria College Room 206

Victoria University (at the University of Toronto)
73 Queens Park Crescent Toronto, ON
(Museum subway stop; opposite the Museum, on the east side).
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See the next page for map and parking
directions.
For more information, call Antonia
Guidotti at (416) 586-5765
Also check www.ontarioinsects.org
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To reach Victoria College by highway:
QEW: If you are driving in on the Queen Elizabeth Way (QEW),
follow the Gardiner Expressway to York Street. Go north on
University Avenue (University Avenue changes into Queens
Park Crescent above College St, and then into Avenue Road
above Bloor St.). Victoria College is just south of Bloor Street.
Highway 401: From Highway 401, take Avenue Road south to
Bloor Street OR take the Don Valley Parkway south to the Bloor
Street Ramp and proceed west along Bloor to Avenue Road.
Parking
There is some on-street parking in the area (check the signs
carefully!) and there are several paid parking lots within walking
distance of Victoria College:

To reach Victoria College by subway or bus:
Get off at the Museum stop on the University-Spadina subway
line or take the Avenue Bus #5 south from the Eglinton Subway
Station. Go to the east side of Avenue Road and walk south.
Northrop Frye Hall is on the left just at the bend.

Bloor Street and Bedford Road, 1 Block west of Avenue Road.
On Cumberland Street, 1 block north of Bloor, east off Avenue
Road.
Behind the Colonnade at 131 Bloor St. West.
One block north of Bloor Street West on Avenue Road.
Parking on a Saturday is usually a flat rate of $8 or more depending
on the lot.

Calling all Butterfly and Odonate Enthusiasts
Do you have butterfly and/or odonate (dragonfly and damselfly) records that you would like to submit to the annual
provincial summaries? The Toronto Entomologists’ Association (T.E.A.) produces two annual summaries (Ontario
Lepidoptera and Ontario Odonata) that serve to compile and summarize the records of these insect groups across the
province of Ontario. These publications also serve as a forum for notes and articles on aspects of biology, distribution,
behaviour, survey work, etc. Photographs are also welcome, especially of significant records.
The Editors and Compilers of Ontario Lepidoptera are currently soliciting records, notes, articles and photographs from
the 2011 season. More information on the summary, how to submit records, and a downloadable records template can
be found at: www.ontarioinsects.org or by contacting either Colin Jones (colin.jones@ontario.ca Tel 705-755-2166) or
Ross Layberry (rosslayberry@yahoo.com). Submissions are being accepted until January 31, 2012.
The Editors and Compilers of Ontario Odonata are currently soliciting records, notes, articles and photographs from
recent seasons. More information on the summary, how to submit records, and a downloadable records template can be
found at: http://nhic.mnr.gov.on.ca/MNR/nhic/odonates/notice_to_contributors.html or by contacting either Colin
Jones (colin.jones@ontario.caTel: 705-755-2166) or Paul Catling (catlingp@agr.gc.ca). Submissions are being accepted
until January 31, 2012.
The editors and compilers of both summaries are also interested in receiving any and all records from previous years
that have not yet been submitted so that they can be added to the provincial level atlas databases.
Information on how to obtain past summaries (many of the older Lepidoptera summaries are now freely
available for download) can be found by visiting the T.E.A. website at www.ontarioinsects.org.
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Field Trip

Reports
This year we held a total of 7 outings, of which 4 were “Moth
Nights”. Many thanks to our capable leaders and to all TEA
members who shared their expertise to make the outings
a success.

June 25
WALSINGHAM MOTH NIGHT
Leader: Dave Beadle
Report by Dave Beadle
With reasonably good weather conditions several keen mothers
from as far afield as Toronto and Windsor traveled to the home
of Mary Gartshore and Peter Carson for a much-anticipated night
of moths and cheerful banter. Although variety was predictably
good there were no real stand-out species this time. However,
we were treated to some fine examples of southern specials,
such as The Angel, Spotted Apatelodes and the incomparable
Melsheimer’s Sack-bearer. Sphingids were well represented with
several beautiful Pandora Sphinx netted at dusk. Who will forget
Steve Pike’s dramatic skill with the net on this occasion!

Melsheimer’s Sack-bearer (Cicnnus melsheimeri)
at the Walsingham Moth Night
Photo by Dave Beadle
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July 1
TEA TORONTO EAST BUTTERFLY COUNT
Leader: Tom Mason
Report by Tom Mason
While the diversity of species, was high this year, numbers of
individual buttertflies were quite low. As in previous years,
reduction of meadow habitat by increasing reforestation was
noted in the Rouge Valley.
Black swallowtail (Papilio polyxenes)
Tiger swallowtail (Pterourus glaucus)
Cabbage white (Pieris rapae)
Mustard white (Pieris napae)
Clouded sulphur (Colias philodice)
Orange sulphur (Colias eurytheme)
The Harvester (Feniseca tarquinius)
Coral hairstreak (Harkenclenus titus)
Acadian hairstreak (Satyrium acadicum)
Banded hairstreak (Satyrium calanus)
Eastern tailed blue (Everes comyntas)
Summer azure (Celastrina l. neglecta)
Silvery blue (Glaucopsyche lygdamus)
Great spangled fritillary (Speyeria cybele)
Baltimore (Euphadryas phaeton)
Northern crescent (Phyciodes selenis)
Pearl crescent (Phyciodes tharos)
Comma (Polygonia comma)
Question mark (P. interrogationis)
Mourning cloak (Nymphalis antiopa)
Red admiral (Vanessa atalanta)
White admiral (Basilarchia a. arthemis)
Red Spotted Purple (B. arthemis astyanax)
The Viceroy (Basilarchia archippus)
Pearly eye (Enodia anthedon)
Eyed brown (Satyrodes eurydice)
Little wood satyr (Megisto cymela)
Inornate ringlet (Coenonympha inornata)
Wood nymph (Cercyonis pegala)
Monarch (Danaus plexippus)
Silver spotted skipper (Epargyreus clarus)
Northern cloudywing (Thorybes pylades)
Dreamy duskywing (Erynnis icelus)
Wild Indigo duskywing (E. baptisiae)
Least skipper (Ancyloxypha numitor)
European skipper (Thymelicus lineola)

1
29
106
1
14
14
2
4
3
4
20
56
5
16
17
267
10
3
10
2
2
30
13
18
33
1
156
64
11
55
44
29
3
2
13
1087
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Fiery skipper (Hylephila phyleus)
Peck’s skipper (Polites peckius)
Tawny-edged skipper (Polites themistocles)
Crossline skipper (Polites origenes)
Long dash (Polites mystic)
N. broken dash (Wallengrenia egeremet)
Little glassywing (Pompeius verna)
Delaware skipper (Atrytone logan)
Hobomok skipper (Poanes hobomok)
Dun skipper (Euphyes vestris)
Total species 46

1
8
53
3
75
37
23
4
79
39

Specimens 1690

Tom Mason, John Foster, Robert Marshall, Charles Heller, Ann
Gray, Carol Sellers, Glenn Richardson, John Carley, Rachel
Gottesman, Susan Brown, Bob Kortwright, Anne Marie Legu,
Ed O’Connor, Adam Hall, Bob Yukich, Karen Yukich, Barry
Harrison, Chow Fang, Carolyn King, Steve La Forest, Richard
Aaran, Tove Christensen, James Kamstra

Archips oporana, was Dave’s best find at the High
Park Moth Night, Photo by Dave Beadle
List of Most Common Moths
Scientific Name

Little Glassywing (Pompeius verna) egg discovered at
Twin Rivers Park. Photo by Glenn Richardson

July 5
HIGH PARK MOTH NIGHT
Leaders: Dave Beadle, Steve Laforest
Report by Dave Beadle
The weather was near perfect for this annual event so we were
hoping for a better-than-usual species count. By recent standards
we pulled in a rather modest turnout this year, but what we
lacked in numbers we more than made up in enthusiasm! In
common with the trend this summer moth numbers were well
down, especially macro species. The micros fared a bit better
and we added several new species to the High Park list, though
this was partly due to the early date for the event. The best moth
of the night was a European import in the form of the tortrix moth
Archips oporana, only the second time I had seen the species in
Ontario. Another nice find was the flashy Euclemensia
bassettella. All in all over 70 species were noted.
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Common Name

Acleris forskaleana
Choristoneura rosaceana Oblique-banded Leafroller
Telphusa latifasciella White-banded Telphusa
Acleris semipurpurana
Argyrotaenia quercifoliana
Pasaphila rectangulata Green Pug
Archips argyrospila
Parapediasia teterrella
Eusarca confusaria Confused Eusarca
Coleophora trifolii
Recurvaria nanella
Archips packardiana
Sparganothis pettitana
Chrysoteuchia topiaria
Lithacodia muscosula Large Mossy Lithacodia
Ortholepsis pasadamia
Eupithecia miserulata Common Pug
Halysidota tessellaris Banded Tussock Moth
Cnaemidophorus rhododactyla Rose Plume

Total
40
15
10
10
10
10
8
8
8
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
4
4
3
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This was a great follow-up to Richard’s Dragonfly Workshop
which he led for us with Kyle Holloway last summer.

August 7
SPIDERS OF BLACKWATER CREEK
Leader: Tom Mason
Report by Tom Mason

List of Species Observed
Dictynidae
Two species found. Both were females with distinctly
different colour patterns.
Clubionidae
Clubiona sp. found on several occasions. Some were
in folded milkweed leaves. Others were in folded
grass leaves. Possibly denotes different species.
Pholcidae
One species of Pholcus found. Specimen was
relatively small but was carrying an egg sac.

Dave Beadle painting a tree to attract
moths, at the High Park Moth Night
Photo by Max Skwarma

July 23
DRAGONFLIES AND DAMSELFLIES
(HAMILTON AREA)
Leader: Richard Aron
Report by Carolyn King
We had a good turnout of TEA and Pickering Naturalists members
for this joint outing, which visited several locations north of
Hamilton, notably Crieff Bog. Leader Richard Aaron showed us
some excellent and varied odonate habitats, where we found a
very respectable 31 dragonflies and damselflies. Most exciting
was the Dusky Dancer, found at only a few locations in Ontario.
Other favourites were Eastern Red Damsel, Eastern Amberwing,
Aurora Damsel, Azure Bluet, River Bluet, Saffron-Winged
Meadowhawk and Brush-tipped Emerald. Along the way we
listed 17 butterfly species, a Hummingbird Clearwing Moth and
a Scarlet-winged Lichen Moth.
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Linyphiliidae
Several specimens of Nerienne found in vegetation
One other species of microlinyphilids also observed.
Araneidae
Larinoides patagiata
Larinoides scopeterius
Neoscona arabesca
Agiope aurantia
Agiope trifasciata
Araneus trifolium
Thomisidae
Misumena vatia
Misuminoides sp.
Philodromidae
Tibellus oblongata
Philodroma sp.
Tetragnathidae
Tetragnatha sp. 1 and sp. 2 (Not identified to
species but differentiated by different length of
chelicera)
Pachygnatha sp.
Theridiidae
Sisiphoides sp. collected while sweeping long
pasture
Theridion sp. 1 Collected on milkweed in dead plant
material with two egg sacs
Theridion sp. 2 Collected in web at old wooden
bridge (north walk)
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Tiderren sp.
Theradula sp.
Collected on milkweed under a leaf
with egg sac.
Salticidae
Phidippus clarus
Pelegrina sp.
Phidippus purpuromaculata
Agelenidae
Agelenopsis sp.

August 15
RONDEAU MOTH NIGHT
Leader: Dave Beadle
Report by Dave Beadle
This years event was marred by the threat of rain which more or
less ruined the “in the field” aspect of the evening. At least 85
folk showed up to watch the visual presentation by Steve Laforest
so not all was lost. There was one real star as far as the moths go
- the small, but colourful Common Spragueia. A local species in
southern Ontario with few records. Other noteworthy moths
included the second Turbulent Phosphila for the site, Pink Streak,
several Obtuse Yellow and the lovely Moonseed Moth. Rondeau
is an exciting mothing destination and we’ll hope to return next
summer.

Phosphila turbulenta at the Rondeau Moth Night
Photo by Dave Beadle

August 20
PRESQU’ILE DRAGONFLIES (AND MOTHS)
Leader: David Bree
Report by Carolyn King
Presqu’ile Provincial Park Naturalist David Bree was our host for
this field trip, which focused on odonates (and, later, moths), but
netted us a fascinating number of insects and other sightings.
We were delighted with the varied habitats Presqu’ile has to
offer. Fishless ponds, Lake Ontario shoreline, wild meadows,
dunes and the Pannes yielded 19 species of odonates, including
wonderful Halloween Pennants.
Autumn Meadowhawks were already plentiful, and we were
particularly glad to see Lance-tipped Darner and Sweetflag
Spreadwing. Thirteen butterfly species rounded out the day,
including Common Buckeye. Our prospects for a good Moth
Night were hampered by inauspicious weather and the absence
of our moth expert Dave Beadle, but despite a lack of large moths,
David Bree and Steve LaForest were able to nail down 16 species,
with 6 probables and 6 more not identified to species (and then
the thunderstorm arrived!).

Common Spragueia (Spragueia leo) was the best
find at the Rondeau Moth Night
Photo by Dave Beadle
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We had a great time, and special thanks go to David for the
excellent darner-identification slide show and Bill Gilmour for
welcoming us to his amazing butterfly garden (with very
cooperative Hummingbird Clearwing Moths).
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Meeting Reports
Saturday, April 16, 2011
POLLINATORS AND POLLINATION: CANADIAN,
CONTINENTAL, AND GLOBAL PROBLEMS
Peter Kevan
The final TEA meeting for the season included a presentation
by Dr. Peter Kevan, Professor Emeritus of the University of
Guelph. He described himself, as a ‘plant gynecologist’ for that
term seems to apply rather well in the case of pollination. Most
of his presentation focused on the pollination undertaken by
insects as opposed to pollination completed by wind.
The first part of the presentation noted that pollination of plants
was known and carried on as part of agriculture dating back to
3700 years before the present. That involved hand pollination of
dates in Babylon. A slightly more recent example of human
involvement in the process included Amos of the Old Testament
being a fig piercer 2800 years BP. Fig piercing is the process in
which damage to female flowers by human actions induces fruit
to form
The importance of pollination in agriculture is that about one
third of human food relies on pollination, whether the process
was involved with trees, shrubs, forage, vegetables, or oil seeds.
He discussed a number of examples where pollination was of
practical importance for agriculture around the world. These
included the need for importation of bumblebees to pollinate red
clover in New Zealand, for oil palms in Malaysia, blueberries in
New Brunswick, and almond production in California.
He then went on to talk about managed pollination using
honeybees, alfalfa leaf-cutting bees, alkalai bees, bumble bees,
orchard bees and flies for vegetable seed production. He noted
how the desire to rid sites of weeds using herbicides led to the
demise of crop production. This is because the bees needs for
pollination were no longer able to sustain them when nearby
native plants were not available to provide the needed pollen
and nectar during those parts of the year when the crop species
itself was not flowering. Such a situation was discovered in the
case of blueberry cultivation in the Maritimes and in the alfalfa
crops of western Canada.
Dr. Kevan talked about the problems plaguing bee colonies and
beekeepers. Notable problems include pesticides, diseases,
parasites and low honey prices as well as the stresses placed on
hives that are transported over long distances to facilitate almond
production. Canadian beekeepers appear to be faring slightly
better than their American counterparts. He gave several
examples of the economics of bee keeping with respect to
pollination services (including the use of bumble bees in
greenhouses) and honey production. He stressed the need for
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research into the problems faced by bees in general in agricultural
use. He also acknowledged the importance of pollination in an
ecological setting where migratory and resident birds rely on
fruit in their diet or how black bears rely heavily on certain wild
fruits for their survival.
Overall, the presentation was highly informative, entertaining,
and stressed the most important positive effects of insects in
both human endeavors and the natural world.

Karner Blue Butterfly
Discussions
By: Todd Farrell
Nature Conservancy of Canada
Although the Karner Blue butterfly is extirpated from Ontario,
there continues to be interest in this species and its reintroduction. Representatives from across Ontario met at the
Toronto Zoo in late August 2011, to discuss the Karner Blue
butterfly. Volunteers, butterfly breeding establishments,
conservation organizations, government representatives and
TEA members were present. Discussions took place about
historical Karner Blue locations and the recovery work and
habitat restoration that have already been done. Also,
representatives talked about their organizations, current
projects/expertise and potential roles, and the group considered
short term and longer-term goals for the butterfly’s
reintroduction.
Future meetings will be held to look at the establishment of a
formal group to move the Karner Blue recovery forward and to
identify further actions and priorities. This was an exciting start
to discussions on bringing the Karner Blue Butterfly back to
Ontario.

Karner Blue
Photo by Bob Yukich
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Seventeenth Annual Toronto
Centre Butterfly Count
July 10th, 2010
By: John Carley
On Saturday, July 9, 2011, the Seventeenth Annual Toronto Centre
Butterfly Count took place. Thirty-one counters, in nine parties,
plus two garden watchers, counted butterflies in the 15 mile
diameter circle centred on the intersection of Dundas Street West
and Bloor Street West, Toronto,
Like last year, the Count Day was hot and sunny. Temperatures
at 9:30 am at the lakeshore were 24DC and rose to 30°C. Some
breezes were noted, but it was generally hot, with very little
cloud cover.
The 31 counters censused areas including the Leslie Street Spit
and the Toronto Waterfront, midtown ravines, the Don River,
High Park, the Humber River, Lambton Prairie, Downs view
Airport, Marie Curtis Park, and other parklands, ravines, and socalled wastelands in the City. We are one of the few (if not the
only) NABA Counts entirely within a major metropolis!

After last year’s high count of 154, only 2 Wild Indigo Dusky
wings were seen this year, both on the James Gardens route;
close to the 401. One Common Buckeye was spotted on the
Lower Humber route. Also of note, 44 Baltimore Checkerspots
were recorded- all but one from the Midtown route. Finally, a
Common Ringlet was spotted on the Lower Humber route —
only the 5* time for the overall count. All routes recorded Cabbage
White, Summer Azure, Red Admiral, Monarch, European Skipper,
and Northern Broken-Dash.
Notable misses were Edwards’ Hairstreak, seen on 13 of the
previous counts; Great Spangled Fritillary, also seen on 13
previous counts; Striped Hairsteak, seen on 11 of the previous
counts; and both Ladies (Painted had been seen on 5 of the
previous counts, while American had been seen on 12 previous
counts).
The 2012 Count date is set for Saturday, July 8. As a correction
to some previously published reports, do note that the 2010
Count date was July 10, while the 2009 date was July 11.
Those interested in participating in the Eighteenth Annual
Toronto Centre Butterfly Count should contact the writer at
218 Humbercrest Blvd., Toronto, M6S 4L3, (416) 766-1330 or
carley.la® sympatico.ca.

In total, we counted 2,777 butterflies of 37 species. A caterpillar of
a 38th species (Mourning Cloak) was also recorded. This species
total is the 5th lowest in our 17 years, while the number of
individuals seen is the 7th lowest total. [The highest species
count is 44, recorded in 2004 and 2006, while the highest numeric
count is 6,069, tallied in our second year, 1996].

Observers: A. Adamo, D. Barnett, C. Biggin, S. Blayney, Dan
Bone, David Bone, S. Brown, A. Buckley, S. Campbell, J. Carley,
B. Carr, H. Carrie, S. Eadie, J, Foster, R. Gottesman, J.
Karsemeyer, C. King, R. Kortright, S. LaForest, C. MacFarlane,
D. Mason, T. Mason, N. McHugh, S. McHugh, G. Riley, P. Scott,
C. Sellers, K. Seymour, G. Stuart, K. Yukich, R. Yukich.

This year, no new species were added to the Cumulative Species
Total, which stands at 62. Those who are keen observers will
note that this total is down one species from last year: this reflects
a reassessment of two early counts’ sightings of Tawny Crescent,
and a relegation of those sightings to crescent sp. The Tawny
Crescent in Toronto is only considered as an historic record
(defined as not being seen in Toronto in 50 years!). We felt this
reassessment better reflected the species’ status.

Results

Three new high counts were established. 21 Eastern Commas
were recorded, spread across 7 routes, with one obliging
individual at the count party! The previous high count was 19 in
2006. Tawny-edged Skipper reached a new high of 33 (former
high: 13 in 2000 and 2005), while Crossline Skipper reached the
same high of 33 (previous high was 26 in 2004). Tawnies were
seen on 5 routes, with over half the total seen on the Downsview
route. Crosslines were only seen on 3 routes: two-thirds of the
sightings were on the Lambton route.
From the NABA Butterfly Counts 2010 Report, our 2010 Count
recorded the most Red Admirals (709) and the most Monarchs
(366) of all the U.S. and Canada counts!
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Black Swallowtail - Papilio polyxenes
2
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail - Papilio glaucus
16
Cabbage White - Pieris rapae
761
Clouded Sulphur - Colias philodice
16
Orange Sulphur - Colias eurytheme
13
Coral Haii-streak - Satyrium titus
11
Acadian Hairstreak - Satyrium acadica
15
Banded Hairstreak - Satyrium calanus
24
Eastern Tai]ed-Blue - Everes comyntas
175
Summer Azure - Celastrina neglecta
289
Pearl Crescent - Phyciodes tharos
4
Northern Crescent - Phyciodes cocyta
6
Baltimore Checkerspot - Euphydryas phaeton
44
Question Mark - Polygonia interrogationis
24
Eastern Comma - Polygonia comma
21
Mourning Cloak - Nymphalis antiopa
1 caterpillar
Red Admiral - Vanessa atalanta
24
Common Buckeye - Junonia coenia
1
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Limenitis arthemis
White Admiral
(7)
Red-spotted Purple
(2)
Viceroy - Limenitis archippus
Little Wood-Satyr - Megisto cymela
Common Ringlet - Coenonympha tullia
Common Wood-Nymph - Cercyonis pegala
Monarch - Danaus plexippus
Silver-spotted Skipper - Epargyreus clams
Northern Cloudywing - Thorybes pylades
Wild Indigo Duskywing - Erynnis baptisiae
Least Skipper - Ancyloxypha numitor
European Skipper - Thymelicus lineola
Peck’s Skipper - Polites peckius
Tawny-edged Skipper - Polites themistocles
Crossline Skipper - Polites origenes
Long Dash - Polites mystic
Northern Broken-Dash - Wallengrenia egeremet
Little Glassywing - Pompeius verna
Delaware Skipper - Anatrytone logan
Hobomok Skipper - Poanes hobomok
Dun Skipper - Euphyes vestris

9
1
142
1
54
69
36
83
2
6
547
4
33
33
2
156
8
21
4
79

Blue sp
Polygonia sp
Skipper sp

1
4
36

Total: 37 species, plus 1 species’ caterpillar;
2777 individuals.

Entomystery – why did the
beetles go to camp?

unknown beetles as Scolytus multistriatus or the Smaller
European Elm bark beetle. This identification surprised me since
bark beetles feed on the inside of tree bark and there were
hundreds of them INSIDE the room, not outside where you would
expect to find these beetles. So my initial assumption was
incorrect, these were definitely not food pests!
The adults and larvae feed on all native and introduced species
of elm as well as Japanese zelkova. These European natives
were first recorded in North America in the early 1900s and are
now found throughout Canada where elm trees grow. They are
considered pests, not because of the feeding damage that the
do (which is not fatal to the tree), but because they are carriers
of the Dutch elm disease fungus (which will kill the tree).
So why were there so many of these beetles in a classroom in a
school? My first thought was to look for a tree outside near the
windows but the source of the beetles was closer than that.
Inside the classroom was a box of cut logs that were going to
become woodworking projects this summer.
I examined them and found many exit holes and live beetles
crawling about. The logs were the source of the outbreak.
Mystery solved!
In the end, the room did not require fumigation nor treatment
since the insects posed no risk to people, food or the school.
Removal of the food source (and a thorough cleaning) removed
the problem. The camp saved a few dollars; and the environment
did not have any additional chemicals added to it.
The message from today’s tale: before you spray, find out what
your ‘pest’ is. Sometimes all you need to do is remove the food
source and your problem will disappear!

Antonia Guidotti
(reprinted by permission from the ROM blog
http://blog.rom.on.ca/)
In August, I put on my entomological detective hat to investigate
a beetle mystery at my son’s camp in a Toronto elementary school.
My son reported a large number (hundreds!) of tiny beetles
swarming the windows in his classroom and asked me to look at
them. I dutifully collected a few specimens. I commented to him
that there are a number of different beetles that feed on grains
and might be found in an indoor building where food is kept. It
could be one of those.
Using a microscope, identification keys, species descriptions
and the ROM collection, I was able to positively identify the
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Antonia takes a closer look at the mystery
beetle while solving the case of the unwelcome
summer camp critters
September 2011
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Monarch

News
submitted by Don Davis

reported by TEA member Steve Laforest – a single Monarch
observed May 7th by Ian Richards at Rondeau Provincial Park.
One was also reported the next day at Crystal Beach and others
on May 11 and 12th at Point Pelee National Park. About May
20th, the number of sightings began to increase, with reports in
Cambridge (21st), London (22nd), Cobourg and Queen’s
University Research Station north of Kingston (24th). A number
of observers did not see adults but found eggs on milkweed
plants, as did Jim Ellis of Oshawa near the Rouge Park on May
25th. During the last few days of May, there were numerous
sightings, including West Lorne, London, St. Williams and
Kingston on May 28th; Brighton, Little Britain and Wallaceburg
on May 29th, Belleville, Newmarket, Listowel, Presqu’ile, Corkery
(near Ottawa) on May 30th; Huntsville and Thunder Bay on
May 31st.
The Thunder Bay Monarchs may have arrived via the central
flyway and sightings were also being made at this time in southern
Manitoba.

Photo by Glenn Richardson

Summary of Spring 2011
Monarch Migration
Chip Taylor of Monarch Watch described the northward spring
migration of Monarch butterflies to April 26, 2011 as follows:
More Monarchs moved into the mid latitudes (35-42N) than in
any previous April. In Kansas, the temperatures were colder
than normal and none of the hundreds of milkweed stems Chip
surveyed showed signs of larval feeding even though many of
these plants had been found with eggs at an earlier date. As of
April 26, it appeared that most of this early reproduction was not
successful. For the Monarchs to have a good year, the
conditions in Texas for the first generation have to be favourable.
Conditions in Texas this spring were hot and dry – a significant
drought. The Monarchs kept moving north where milkweed had
barely emerged from the ground. The result was that Monarchs
were not off to a good start and the prospects that the population
would rebound in the summer months were slim.
Cold, wet spring conditions persisted also in Ontario in May.
This writer noted similar cold, wet conditions in Quebec and the
Maritime Provinces, and sightings of Monarchs in these
provinces were greatly reduced compared to spring 2010.
The first known Monarch sighting in Southern Ontario was
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The migration appeared to continue to pick up speed, with reports
from Madoc, Breslau, Kingston, Port Stanley and Amherst Island
on June 1st and 2nd. Eggs were found in Ottawa on June 2nd.
Barbara Taylor of the Muskoka Bird Board noted her first sighting
on June 4th in Bracebridge. This was followed by reports from
Sault Ste Marie (June 5th), Manitoulin Island (June 6th), Thunder
Bay (eggs) and Killarney (June 7th), French River, Little Rapids
and Haliburton (June 8th). As the month progressed, further
sightings were received from northerly locations, including
Elliott Lake (June 19th), Corbeil (June 21st).
Based on initial data received from a number of Ontario July 1st
NABA butterfly counts, it would appear that the Ontario
Monarch population is lower than last year. And the news from
Texas is not good, where the prolonged and very severe drought
continues throughout the entire state. Unless rain arrives soon,
there could be few nectar sources for the fall migrating Monarchs.
Chip Taylor predicts that the wintering population may again be
reduced to about 2 hectares.

Is the Monarch Migratory
Phenomenon at Risk?
A scientific paper, whose co-authors include three members of
the Monarch Butterfly Fund Board of Directors (Lincoln Brower,
Isabel Ramirez and Chip Taylor), questions the long-term survival
of the monarch migratory phenomenon. Published in Insect
Conservation and Diversity (2011), the paper documents the
significant decline of the total annual area occupied by
overwintering monarch butterflies in Mexico from 1994 to 2011,
and attributes this decline to degradation of the forest in the
overwintering area, loss of breeding habitat in the United States
and severe weather conditions. An abstract of this paper can
be read at: http://tinyurl.com/3ko8rft.
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“FLIGHT OF THE BUTTERFLIES”
Filming Continues

more likely to develop and migrate to Mexico than one laid in
Minnesota, where a hard freeze in early September is not that
uncommon.

On September 6, 2011, TEA member Don Davis was invited by
“Flight of the Monarchs” producer Jonathan Barker to visit the
Canadian set of this upcoming IMAX film. On location north of
Brampton, a butterfly garden had been constructed and scenes
filmed to further illustrate the migration of Monarchs as they
pass through various geographic locations. The film is due to be
released in mid to late 2012. Don showed director Mike Slee the
current technique for tagging Monarch butterflies and also
described the former Urquhart method.

I’m going to use two terms here: in insects, like Monarchs, with
adult diapause, diapause induction refers to the hormonal
processes that result in a non-reproductive state when the adult
ecloses, or emerges from the pupa. Diapause development is the
term insect endocrinologists use for the hormonal process of
ending this non-reproductive state. There were several published
studies by Herman in the 1970s and 80s and Goehring and
Oberhauser in the last 10 years show that Monarchs respond to
both photoperiod and temperature for both processes. Like many
traits in populations of organisms, there is variation in Monarch
populations in individual responses to these environmental cues.
So, in any group of Monarchs, even if they’ve been exposed to
exactly the same conditions, there may be some individuals in
diapause and some that are reproductive. I have seen Monarchs
mating in Mexico in December, and Denise has seen them mating
at Chincoteague NWR in October. In both cases, I am quite sure
that most of the other butterflies in the vicinity were not
reproductive. It is possible that these males (and maybe the
females too) had eclosed earlier and were moving south, or that
they were on the tail end of the distribution of diapause induction
timing. It is also possible that they had been exposed to some
environmental cue – perhaps milkweed in great condition – that
triggered diapause development. We have no way of knowing.

Watch a trailer for this documentary here:
http://tinyurl.com/3wsuxyd

Notes on Monarch Butterfly
Reproductive Diapause
by Dr. Karen Oberhauser,
University of Minnesota
From Monarch Watch Press Briefing Notes: “Migratory
Monarchs are non-reproductive and generally remain so until
mid-February when sexual activity begins as Monarchs are about
to leave the colonies on their journey northward. This state of
suspended reproduction is termed “reproductive diapause”.
During diapause, juvenile hormone (jh), a necessary hormone
for reproduction, is absent or nearly absent from these butterflies,
indicative of a major shift in their physiology. In the late summer
it is only the newly emerged butterflies that enter reproductive
diapause.”
While most of the Monarchs that are migrating south at this
time of the year are in diapause, not all of them are. Recent
published research out of the Reppert lab (http://tinyurl.com/
3jxwz8r) has shown that different genes are responsible for
migration behavior and the physiological state of diapause.
Previous published work by Perez and Taylor had shown that
migratory behavior persisted even after reproductive diapause
had been interrupted by changing the daylength to which the
butterflies had been exposed.
We know from data from the Monarch Larva Monitoring Project
that observers in the central and southern US begin to see
Monarch adults, eggs and larvae after not seeing them for most
of the summer. We assume that these adults have flown from
the north, but are not in diapause. Some people refer to this as
the pre-migration migration – this is not a term that I really like,
because these Monarchs are showing directional movement in
response to environmental cues, and are thus migrating. It makes
evolutionary sense that they would fly south to lay eggs, since
an egg laid in late August in Missouri or Virginia is probably
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Monarchs do not first eclose with reproductive ability, and then
go into the non-reproductive state of diapause. However, I would
argue that it is okay to use the word enter, because at some point
in their development the hormonal “decision” (I use this
anthropogenic term advisedly – Monarchs are not making a
conscious decision to be in any state) is made that their gonads
will not develop fully. This “decision” is made before they eclose.
However, it is relatively easy to trigger diapause development,
and thus reproductive behavior. This can be accomplished by
manipulating daylength. Goehring and Oberhauser also showed
that females that have mated tend to undergo diapause
development sooner than virgins, suggesting that the act of
mating, or cues associated with the spermatophore trigger
development. So, while the statement that females who mate in
diapause do not lay eggs is true in the short term, the act of
mating may result in diapause development. However, the only
experiments that have been done on this were done in the late
winter, and we don’t know how mating affects females in diapause
in the fall.
Karen Oberhauser
Associate Professor and Director of Graduate Studies,
Conservation Biology
Department of Fisheries, Wildlife, and Conservation Biology
University of Minnesota
612 624-8706
http://fwcb.cfans.umn.edu/oberhauser/
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How Long Will Monarch Butterfly Eggs
Survive in Cold Conditions?

The Butterflies of Toronto
is released

On Thursday the 28th of April, Dr. Chip Taylor of Monarch Watch
emailed Jackie Goetz of Overland Park, Kansas, to see if some of
the eggs laid in her garden on the 11th of April were still present.
She found ten and brought them indoors. Four of these eggs
hatched on the 30th. The two on a dried, muddy leaf died. Two
others started feeding. These larvae emerged on the 19th day indoors. Had they remained outdoors, it is likely that they would
not have hatched - and might still be eggs - due to the cool days
and nights.

Antonia Guidotti

19 days as an egg! Chip found this to be astonishing. He did not
think it was possible for eggs to survive this long and for the
larvae emerging from such eggs to be healthy. In the lab and
under normal summer conditions one would expect eggs to hatch
in 4 days.
These observations bolster those of Chris Goodwin of
Winnipeg, Manitoba who reported eggs lasting up to 14 days.

5th International Conference on
Monarch Conservation and Biology
Conference
June 2012 – Minnesota, U.S.A.

A 68-page full-colour soft-cover booklet, the Butterflies of
Toronto, was released in mid-September 2011. This beautiful
booklet is part of the Toronto Biodiversity Series, which was
created to recognize and honour the Year of Biodiversity of 2010.
The Butterflies of Toronto will be distributed for free since
printing is covered by the contributions of generous donors. All
of the people who participated in preparing the booklet
volunteered their time. As this booklet will be distributed through
the Toronto Public Library system, anyone can obtain a copy at
a Toronto library. Only 5,000 have been printed. The TEA will
attempt to obtain copies for members living outside Toronto.
There is a great deal of general scientific and locally relevant
information provided; however, the Butterflies of Toronto is not
a field guide. Written for the layperson, yet scientifically based,
it is a resource for any resident/student in the city. In this booklet
you will find the following and more:
-

-

A species list of all butterflies recorded within a 50 km radius
of the ROM (this is the ‘City’ of Toronto). Both scientific
names and common names are included.
The image of every butterfly species is included as well as
abundance information. Photographs were mostly provided
by participants.
A few butterfly species are featured in greater detail and an
“unofficial” species was selected.
A discussion of extirpated butterflies.
Best viewing locations are listed.
Threats to butterflies are discussed. This includes natural
predators and parasites as well as human threats.
Actions the average person can undertake to help butterflies
are listed.
Included is relevant city, provincial and federal policies that
affect butterflies.
Where to get more information!

We invite your attendance at a 2.5 day Monarch Conservation
and Biology Meeting, June 21-23, 2012, at the University of
Minnesota’s Landscape Arboretum. This meeting will be an
opportunity for Monarch biologists, agency land managers,
Monarch conservationists, citizen scientists, and others
interested in Monarch biology and conservation to share
information on Monarch population trends, new findings in
Monarch biology, and successful Monarch conservation
efforts. It will include speaking and poster sessions, field trips,
workshops, and plenty of time for informal sharing and
networking.

-

This 5th international conference on Monarch biology and
conservation (following meetings in 1981, 1986, 1997 and 2001
in Morelos, Mexico; Los Angeles California; Michoacan,
Mexico; and Lawrence Kansas) is being planned and sponsored
by the Monarch Joint Venture and the Monarch Lab at the
University of Minnesota. More details are forthcoming!

The Butterflies of Toronto also includes a list of plants with the
caterpillars that feed on them and plants that butterflies use as
nectar sources.

For information, please contact:
Priya Shahani (pshahani@umn.edu)
or Karen Oberhauser (oberh001@umn.edu).
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In this series, the first booklet that was produced was Birds of
Toronto, in late 2009. The Butterflies of Toronto is the second.
There are five more books being prepared and will soon be
published: Spiders of Toronto, Mammals of Toronto, Fishes of
Toronto, Reptiles and Amphibians of Toronto, and Trees and
Shrubs of Toronto. Additional booklets have been proposed in
the Series, including Damselflies and Dragonflies, Fungi and
Ants, Bees and Wasps but these are not yet being developed.
Publication of all books may be contingent on funding.
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Ottawa Entomology Club
Alan Macnaughton
Most readers will be aware that the TEA is not the only
entomology organization in Ontario – the Entomological Society
of Ontario, a group of professional entomologists, has been
around since 1863. But did you know that there was a third club
– the Ottawa Entomology Club (OEC)? I didn’t, even though I
lived in Ottawa for 5 years.
Recently I talked about the club with the current president, Hume
Douglas. Some of you may remember Hume, as he presented
papers about 10 years ago in our Student Symposium when he
was a Master’s student in Laurence Packer’s lab at York
University. Hume told me that the club did not have a website,
so I set up an OEC page on the TEA website
(http://www.ontarioinsects.org/oec.html). This article
summarizes the information on the new website.
The OEC is not a formal organization like the TEA with
membership dues, a newsletter series, seasonal-summary
publications, field trips, status as a registered charity, etc.
Instead, the Club is essentially a speaker series, with meetings at
7:30 p.m. every 3rd Thursday of the month at the K. W. Neatby
(Agriculture Canada) building on the Central Experimental Farm
in Ottawa. Just like the TEA, the Club has 7 meetings a year —
September to November, and then January to April. At the end of
each meeting, the topic for the next meeting is announced.
With the TEA’s centre for meetings being in Toronto, it can draw
on a population about five times the size of the Ottawa
Entomology Club. Nevertheless, the Club’s turnout for meetings
is roughly similar to the TEA – about 20 to 50. The reason for the
Club’s success is that it has a core base of meeting attendees
from professional entomologists working for the federal
government, such as the Canadian Forestry Service, Agriculture
Canada, the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) and the
Museum of Nature. Both of the current co-organizers, Hume
Douglas and Vasily Grebennikov, work for the CFIA. Many other
attendees are retired government entomologists, as well as faculty
and students in entomology from Carleton University. Together
about 80% of the attendees are professionals of some sort, and
maybe 20% are amateurs.
Each month’s talk lasts for 50 minutes, preceded by
announcements and general discussion of what club participants
have been doing. One type of talk is given by students who are
in the job market, and takes a more technical tone, similar to a
presentation at a professional conference. However, many of
the talks are given by amateurs or people already employed in
entomology, and they usually take the form of “the story behind
the story”, with some travelogue, information about good
collecting sites, and anecdotes about the work – after all, people
interested in all of the technical details can refer to the published
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paper. A lot of the function of the meetings is social, since there
is a time to meet and talk with other people both before and after
the meetings.
The Club does not bring any speakers into Ottawa for the
meetings, but many are people visiting Ottawa, perhaps to work
with the Canadian National Collection of Insects, Arachnids and
Nematodes (CNC) or the Canadian Museum of Nature. One of
last year’s speakers was Henri Goulet of the CNC, who talked
about his work in the mountains of the NWT and the good
collecting spots.
The Club was started in about 1975 at Carleton University by
Henry Howden. Then, in the mid-1990s, the Club moved to
Agriculture Canada with a new series of talks. Bruce Gill, a former
student of Henry’s was the co-ordinator for many years, but
about 3 years ago Hume and Vasily took it over. The Club’s
advertising poster for meetings records notes the number of
each meeting in the new series of talks. So, on the Club’s latest
poster (see insert), the meeting is noted as “(N.S.) Act 105”,
which means they are at the 105th talk in the new series.
There is a close connection between the club and the Ottawa
Field Naturalists (OFN). Perhaps 20-30% of their members also
belong to the OFN. Hume and others from the Club have led
field trips for the OFN or its sister club for junior naturalists, the
Macoun Field Club.
The Club maintains an email list to distribute information about
future meetings, and about 125 people are now on the list. Anyone
who wants to join the free list should email Hume
(Hume.Douglas@inspection.gc.ca).

Ontario Butterfly Atlas
Online
Alan Macnaughton
Since this year marks the 20th anniversary of the TEA’s 1991
Ontario Butterfly Atlas, it is appropriate that an update is now
well underway. The new atlas will show the geographic
distribution of each of the 168 or so Ontario butterfly species,
using new data and the latest computer-mapping techniques.
The plan is to publish a new version in both hard copy (print)
and online. A preliminary version of the online atlas is now
available: (http://www.ontarioinsects.org/atlas_online.htm).
The new atlas has been in preparation for some time. Beginning
with the 2001 edition of the TEA’s seasonal summary Ontario
Lepidoptera, the latitude and longitude of every record submitted
has been recorded in digital form in an Excel computer file by
Colin Jones and Ross Layberry. In addition, Ross Layberry has
prepared all of his own records in this format. Thus, with 19,000
of Layberry’s records and an additional 46,000 of other observers’
records from the 2001 to 2009 summaries, a great deal of data is
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available to be mapped. However, it was believed that the
software required to create maps from this data was expensive
and required specialized expertise to run.
In the spring of this year, map library staff at the University of
Waterloo advised me that these technical difficulties could be
overcome with the QGIS mapping software and a web application
known as Google Fusion Tables. Preparing the data for use by
these programs also requires no special software — just
Microsoft Excel. Although Google Fusion Tables puts some
restrictions on the types of maps that can be generated, it is
adequate for our purposes.
For a butterfly atlas, decisions must be made about how much
information is to be presented about the precise locations at
which rare and ecologically-sensitive species have been found.

Following the method used for birds and reptiles, we have chosen
to present information only to the level of a 10-kilometre by 10kilometre square. It is possible that the exact locations may be
provided for some species later, provided that there is general
agreement among TEA members and consent of the persons
who have submitted the data.
Andrew Couturier of Bird Studies Canada has provided a date
file dividing Ontario into 10,747 units. These are mostly squares
10K by 10K in size, although not exactly so because of the
roundness of the earth. Our 65,000 butterfly observations fall
into about 1,300, or about one-eighth, of these squares.
I encourage all TEA seasonal summary contributors to look at
the squares they know well and send me information about
possible errors (amacnaug@uwaterloo.ca).

Giant Swallowtail (Papilio cresphontes) records from 2001-2009.
(an example from the Ontario Butterfly Atlas Online)
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Donate or Sell an Insect Collection?
Alan Macnaughton
Many of our members have insect collections, although they
may no longer be adding specimens to them. The common way
to deal with this situation is just to preserve the collection by
adding mothballs every couple of years, but as one gets older
the ultimate disposition of the collection may become more of an
issue. This question has been raised with the TEA a couple of
times this year.
One option is to sell the specimens, perhaps as part of an estate
sale. Showy tropical butterflies and moths suitable for wall
display may fetch a few hundred dollars per case. Local
specimens are unlikely to be so saleable, however.
Another option is donation to a university, museum or butterfly
conservatory. Several universities have insect collections, such
as the University of Guelph, but often universities don’t have
the staff or time to incorporate a new collection.

amounts to an average of slightly less than $12 per specimen.
Possibly the high average assessed value was due to some of
the specimens being particularly showy, since they came from
46 countries around the world. Although Ms. Plamondon
testified that “the insects that we donate are not particularly
nice-looking insects…we have donated large quantities of
budworms,” each insect was given a separate assessed value.
The judge commented that none of the insects had a value higher
than $1,000, which implies that at least some of the insects were
given a value of several hundred dollars apiece.
The above case is noteworthy in that it establishes the validity
of issuing tax receipts for the donation of receipts. The Canada
Revenue Agency had argued that the collection formed a set of
“personal use property,” having something in common and
having a value as a set which is greater than the individual parts
(e.g., a set of dining-room chairs). Had the court upheld the
CRA’s argument, the cost and assessed value of each insect for
tax purposes would have been deemed to be $1,000, in which
case the tax receipt would have been zero. Fortunately, the court
rejected this argument and upheld the $25,000 assessed value.

The Royal Ontario Museum is interested in acquiring donations
-- particularly of collections that are well preseved and
documented. For example, they have over 4,000 specimens from
Quimby Hess, donated in perhaps 15 lots over a number of years.
The ROM is particularly interested in specimens from habitats
that no longer exist, perhaps because of the expansion of urban
areas over the years. For example, Spicebush and Zebra
Swallowtails from Kitchener decades ago have piqued their
interest. Brad Hubley, the ROM’s entomology collectiom
manager, (bradh@rom.on.ca) is the person to contact.
For any donation, the recipient institution is unlikely to keep the
specimens together. Naturally, they want to organize their
collection so that all specimens of a species are kept together.
Entomologists understand that, but sometimes non-entomologist
family members are surprised.
Institutions which are registered charities can issue tax receipts
for the donation. At current tax rates, the value of the tax receipt
in terms of tax savings is generally about 45% of the assessed
value of the collection.
As a general rule, assessed values start at $1.50 per pinned
specimen, 50 cents more if it is spread, 50 cents more again if
there is a location label, another $1 if the specimen is identified
by a recognized expert. Each institution has its own idea of what
insects are worth.
In the Tax Court of Canada case of Danielle Plamondon versus
the Queen (http://decision.tcc-cci.gc.ca/en/2011/2011tcc47/
2011tcc47.html), a total of 2,158 insects were donated to the
Université Laval for a total assessed value of $25,420. This
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Grey Hairstreak (Strymon melinus)
at Centre Island, Toronto
Photo by Bob Yukich
September 2011
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Poster-Size Moth Prints:
Jim des Rivières
Jim des Rivières of Ottawa, who many of you will remember from
his January 2008 talk at a TEA meeting, is not your usual insect
person. He fits none of the three conventional categories – the
scientist, the photographer of living insects, and the collector.
Instead, Jim is an insect artist. But even in that category Jim
does not fit the usual mold. Rather than trying to paint insects
or make insect-related designs, Jim makes exceedingly detailed
scans (rather than photographs) of insect specimens, suitable
for enlarging to prints as large as 44 inches by 88 inches (the
largest his printer can handle). His goal is to allow people to see
moths as they really are, not as uniformly drab brown-and-grey
dull blobs but as objects of interest. As Jim says: “Because of
their relatively small sizes and accidents of bad lighting, we
almost never get to see these creatures up close under decent
light. My aim is to remedy this, and to bring moths out into
good light and magnify them so that we can all see them. People
will be astonished at how exquisite moths truly are.”
The origin of Jim’s insect interest is also non-standard. Jim’s
interest is in part a spinoff from his work as a software architect
for IBM. He and his wife, visual artist Kathryn Finter, were using
a flatbed scanner to create digital images of flowers, butterflies
and anything else that caught their eye when Jayne Yack, a
biology professor at Carleton who works on insect hearing and
acoustic communication, suggested he try scanning moths. She
noted that there were at least 10 times as many species as there
are of butterflies but they were little-known by the general public.
Jim tried some scans of moths, and liked the results so much
that he has now worked in the area for almost 10 years. His
website, www.moths.ca, covers more than 300 species of Ottawaarea moths.

they are.” However, since Jim is enlarging a moth to twenty or
more times natural size for a large-scale print, Photoshop work
is essential to produce an image without distracting
imperfections such as loose scales, dust, and minor damage to
the wings and bodies (including the pin holes made in the wings
while spreading the specimens). For large moths this takes
several hours of fiddly retouching, while a small moth in good
condition is less than half an hour. Butterfly photographers
often deal with the problem of imperfections by rearing the
species and taking pictures of newly-emerged specimens, but
finding the caterpillars is often more difficult for moths.
Jim has given talks and displayed his work at the Cambridge
Butterfly Conservatory, the Huron Fringe Nature Festival near
Port Elgin, and at the TEA. Now he is working on bringing his
large moth images to the general public through museum displays.
His biggest success was a 3-month show of 46 poster-size
images last fall at the Canadian Museum of Nature. Currently
three of his images are on display at interior-design and furniture
store on Bank Street in Ottawa, Elevenfiftyfour Modern Living
Space. A huge 7-foot-wide image of a big poplar sphinx is on
sale there for $1,650, although sales aren’t so large that Jim is
quitting his daytime job.
This past summer he spent 5 weeks driving to Vancouver,
collecting additional moths for scanning as well as visiting
museums which might potentially display his work as a travelling
exhibit of the Canadian Museum of Nature. It seems likely that
the Royal Alberta Museum in Edmonton will be first in line,
although final details are still being arranged.

Jim’s favourite moth (back cover of this issue) is Autographa
bimaculata, the two-spotted looper. This two-inch moth appears
from a distance to be plain brown with a couple of white spots,
but there’s a feathery fringe around the edge of the wings
containing shades of pink, mauve, green and orange. Quoting
the interview with Jim in the Ottawa Citizen newspaper:
“It’s like a tapestry,” says des Rivières. “We can’t normally see
these colours. Our eyesight isn’t good enough. These moths
have been the biggest surprise for me. I think they’re small
brown moths with nice silver spots. Only when I’m going
through identifying them and getting them ready to do prints,
then I look at it in full size. These are the ones that totally surprised
me. These are all hidden beauties in a sense because we’re
daytime creatures and they’re nighttime creatures and we don’t
come across them.”
People who photograph moths in real life are used to images “as
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The

Bookworm
Current Insect Reading
Alan Macnaughton

Jessica Speart, Winged Obsession: The Pursuit of
the World’s Most Notorious Butterfly Smuggler
(New York, HarperCollins, 2011), 311 pages
I did not expect to like this book. The story of US Fish and
Wildlife Service special agent Ed Newcomer pursuing Japanese
butterfly smuggler Hisayoshi Kojima from 2003 to 2006 has been
covered in many books, and I wondered what new things could
be said.
I was wrong. The characters come to life in this fascinating pageturner. Kojima is the embodiment of evil, trading in endangered
species and making it more likely that wonderful butterflies like
birdwings and tropical swallowtails will go extinct. Newcomer
wears the white hat, seeking to enforce US endangered species
laws and shut Kojima’s operation down. In pursuit of evidence,
Newcomer becomes a friend and business partner of Kojima,
buying endangered butterflies for sale to his fictitious customers.
Because many of their connections are via Skype (the internet
voice-and-video program), the actual conversations between
Newcomer and Kojima are available to the author, She makes the
most of this access. As a reader, I felt like I was in the room,
watching this cat-and-mouse game and hoping it would end
well for endangered butterflies. The author is also able to explain
Newcomer’s thoughts as the story unfolds, as it appears from
the acknowledgements that Newcomer has cooperated
extensively in the preparation of the book.
One particularly nice feature of the book is that the author makes
frequent reference to specific butterfly species. I wish I had read
it with a copy of “Threatened Swallowtail Butterflies of the World:
The IUCN Red Data Book” by my side, so I could have looked
up each one as it figures in the plot. The only picture in the book
is the cover photo of a male Queen Alexandra’s birdwing, with
its iridescent blue and green wing markings and yellow abdomen.
My one criticism of the book is that sometimes the author lets
her desire for a good story take over her writing. For example,
instead of reporting that white butterflies are symbols of death
and rebirth and leaving it at that, the author reports as fact that
white butterflies have appeared in the jail cells of newly-executed
criminals (presumably, although she does not say this, as the
prisoners’ reincarnations). This tendency towards exaggeration
reaches its height in the chapter on butterfly collectors. The
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author seems to think that all butterfly collectors are seeking to
add endangered species to their collections, and would be
Kojima’s customers if they had enough money: “The sight of a
silver-bordered fritillary can send a collector into quivers of
delight. A rare birdwing is a wondrous thing to behold. To obtain
an endangered butterfly becomes one’s Holy Grail.” Further,
butterfly collectors are all socially-inept obsessives: “Get
personally involved with an avid butterfly collector, and you’ll
always come in second…Those obsessed with the insects tend
to have trouble connecting with people and forming relationships.
Butterflies become their refuge.” Try to ignore these slips and
the book will be an enjoyable read.
Gall LF, Hawks DC (2010) Systematics of moths in the genus
Catocala (Lepidoptera, Erebidae) IV. Nomenclatorial stabilization
of the Nearctic fauna, with a revised synonymic check list. In:
Schmidt BC, Lafontaine JD (Eds) Contributions to the systematics
of New World macro-moths II. ZooKeys 39: 37–83. doi: 10.3897/
zookeys.39.425
In this fourth and concluding article in the systematics of the
underwing moths (Catocala) of North America, Gall and Hawks
conclude that there are 101 species. Many of these species are
illustrated in 6 colour plates. The publication is available free
online.

Mailbag
Sometimes a little insect information from the TEA can really
make somebody’s day. In June, Colleen from St. Catharines wrote:
My father found this dragonfly “as is” sitting on his
driveway in Niagara Falls, Ontario. He scooped it up
knowing that it was no longer alive and put it into a jar for
his grandson, my 8-year-old boy Luke! It’s a large
specimen — the largest we have seen, that is. We know
nothing about dragonflies in our region but hoped that
you might be able to help us.
My son would like to take this dragonfly to school to
show his classmates. I’d like to print information for him
to offer the children about this particular insect but I can’t
exactly figure out what type of dragonfly it might be. It’s
fat and its head is large. The green in its body is bright
but doesn’t translate as well with our little digital cam.
Hope the image is helpful enough for you to help us
identify him correctly. Right now, he is known as
“Paul...the Dead Dragonfly”!
Any information you could offer would be greatly
appreciated. Since school is ending this Friday, we’d
love to send the kids off with some great information
about this dragonfly and others they might see during
summer vacation.
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We had no trouble identifying “Paul” as a Swamp Darner, and
explaining that in life the eyes have a blue colour, but they lose
that after death. Some other facts that we thought that Luke and
Colleen would want to know: dragonflies generally are
carnivorous, eating other insects, including mosquitoes, as their
source of food; this species lives mostly in swamps, and
generally stays around that area, although it may fly around
looking for another swamp; the larval stage lives underwater
and eats insects and small fish in the water; and “Paul” looks
like he was hit by a car or truck, because an inch or more of the
tail has been ripped off.
Colleen replied:
This is all of the stuff that little minds love to ask about.
So very interesting, even to me, the non-lover of bugs!
To be fair, it’s mostly flies, fleas, ticks and mosquitos that
I loathe.
Well, you certainly did make someone’s day today! In
fact, your assistance helped me so very much...and as a
mom, no possible way I can express my gratitude. It’s
absolutely wonderful to see joy and a quest for
knowledge...in the eyes of my 8-year-old child!! Next,
you made an entire Grade Two class very happy. My son
presented the information that you helped us to compile.
He brought the dragonfly (aka “Paul”) in his pickle jar,
lots of photos of live dragonflies with blue eyes, his
speaking notes and information package, and oh-soproudly walked all of this into his school. His classmates
treated him like a rock star today. It was absolutely
awesome!! I was so glad to be a part of it.

Financial Report
2010-11
Chris Rickard
and
Alan Macnaughton
The TEA ended its 2010-11 fiscal year on July 31. Our net wealth
is strong, with total assets of $17,525 and no debt. However, we
had a significant deficit of $1,475. Revenues were $5,886, which
is about the same as last year, but expenditures were higher, at
$8,780. There were many reasons for the higher expenditures,
but the major factor is that our printing costs rose. Our previous
printer closed its doors, and the new printer is more expensive.
Regrettably, membership dues will have to increase by $5 to
cover the increased costs. This is the first increase since 2002.
The TEA is a registered charity, and we provide tax receipts for
donations. About a fifth of our revenue comes from this source.
Revenue
Interest and investment income
Donations
Memberships
Items sold

$328
$945
$3,436
$1,279

Total Revenue

$5,988

Expenditures
Research grant
Speakers’ honoraria
Room rental for meetings
Website hosting
Printing of members’ publications
(OI and Lep Summary)
Mailing of members’ publications
Printing and mailing items for sale
Ontario Nature Network
(provincial partner dues)
Other expenses

$0
$250
$735
$197
$3,235
$1,577
$1,313
$50

$156

Total expenditures

$7,463

Deficit

($1,475)

Swamp Darner (Epiaeschna heros)
Identified by TEA members
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TEA

Activities
Ontario Nature
Announces “Rally For
Nature” at Queen’s Park
on September 21, 2011
Caroline Shultz, Executive Director,
Ontario Nature, is calling for members and
supporters to gather at Queen’s Park on
Wednesday, September 21, 2011, from
11:00 am to 1:00 pm, to protest the loss of
Ontario’s plants, animals and ecosystems.
It is hoped that this rally will help keep
nature and the environment on the agenda
in the upcoming provincial election.
For further information and to find out
how you can help, please go to: http://
www.ontarionature.org/protect/
campaigns/rally4nature.php
Horace’s Duskywing (Erynnis horatius) photographed by Alfred Adamo at
Tommy Thompson Park, Sunday, August 7, 2011.
Positive identification was made by TEA member Bob Yukich
and this is a new species for Toronto

Give us your ideas!
Programs: Antonia Guidotti is the
Programs Coodinator and welcomes
any ideas for speakers for the Oct Apr meetings. Who would you like
to hear from? Please write to her at:
programs@ontarioinsects.org.
Field Trips Steve LaForest and
Carolyn King are the Field Trips
Coordinators and also welcome
ideas for places to go and leaders.
Do you have a favorite spot to share
with others or is there somewhere
you’d like to go? Please write to them
at: fieldtrips@ontarioinsects.org.
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Key to the Lepidoptera of
Canada
Jason Dombroskie’s key to the
Lepidoptera of Canada is finally
published! It covers all leps to the level of
family, and most of them to tribes, using a
highly effective interactive key. For those
of you who use only Macs, you’ll have to
wait until the XID format works on Macs,
but in the near term future there should
be an Android version (no kidding), and
right now all PC users will want to
download the interactive key as well as
the pdf at: http://www.biology.ualberta.ca/
bsc/ejournal/d_17/d_17.html

Entomological Society of
Ontario(ESO)
2011 Annual General
Meeting
Oct. 21-23
“Insects in Society” Brock University St.
Catharines. Key talks are as follows:
Banquet on Saturday night: “Insects in
Art”; plenary sessions — “Insect
Societies – Why It’s Good to Bee Queen”,
“Bee genomics and healthier bees”, and
“Biological Control of Insect Pests.”
(http://biodiversityinfocus.com
/eso2011/)
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Flea

Market

Notice to
Contributors
Who Can Contribute:
Observations, articles, etc., to be published in
Ontario Insects, are welcome from members
of the Toronto Entomologists' Association.
or from anyone interested in insects. There
are no page charges. Classified ads may be
placed by non-members at the rates outlined
in the classified section.
Types of Submissions:
Contributions to Ontario Insects may address any subject or aspect related to entomological study. Submissions may be made in
the following categories:
Research papers -may include original research
or scholarly reviews following an appropriate
journal format
Feature articles -informative & entertaining,
format open to the author's choice
Notes or short communications -may be observations, interpretive, historical, review or
experimental studies which do not fall under
the purview of research papers
Book reviews -preferably titles published
within the last three years

Full grown larvae (above) and adult emerging (below right) of the Grey Comma
(Polygonia progne) on Goosberry. Photos by Glenn Richardson

Rent
this Space!
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
Commercial Advertising Space
Available for Members and NonMembers
Size: 10 cm x 5.5 cm (as shown)
Cost per Ad:

$25 per issue OR
$60 for 3 issues

Layout can be vertical or horizontal. Ad
must be layout/print/camera ready.
Layout and design available for extra
charge.
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Personal Ads Free to Members
as Always!!!

Original artwork, puzzles -art should be clear,
easily reproduced in black & white
Guest columns in Entomophilia -any subject
related to the love of insects
Opinions, Letters, Queries -anything entomological under 500 words that may be of interest to the membership
Classified ads -free to members
Format for Submissions:
Ontario Insects is produced on a PC. Text
editing is done in Microsoft Word, graphics
are scanned or obtained from licensed CDROM collections and edited in CorelDRAW
4.0 with final page layout in PageMaker 6.5.
The original is printed on an HP 1200 laser
printer.
All submissions are encouraged, however,
submissions of articles and/or artwork on disk
or email are preferred. If articles are submitted
via email, formats in Microsoft Word (.DOC)
or rich text format (.RTF) are preferred. Please
send all submissions and questions to the editor
(see inside cover for address). Offprints are
available at cost + 10% + postage.

Autographa bimaculata, the Two-spotted Looper
See "Poster Sized Moth Prints" article inside.

